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Abstract

Extinction of a diffusion flame burning over horizontal PMMA (Polymethyl

methacrylate) cylinders in low-gravity was examined experimentally and via numerical

simulations. Low-gravity conditions were obtained using the NASA Lewis Research

Center's reduced-gravity aircraft. The effects of velocity and pressure on the visible

flame were examined. The flammability of the burning solid was examined as a

function of pressure and the solid-phase centerline temperature. As the solid

temperature increased, the extinction pressure decreased, and with a centerline

temperature of 525 K, the flame was sustained to 0.1 atmospheres before extinguishing.

The numerical simulation iteratively coupled a two-dimensional quasi-steady, gas-phase

model with a transient solid-phase model which included conductive heat transfer and

surface regression. This model employed an energy balance at the gas/solid interface

that included the energy conducted by the gas-phase to the gas/solid interface, Arrhenius

pyrolysis kinetics, surface radiation, and the energy conducted into the solid. The ratio
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of thesolidandgas-phaseconductivefluxes (_) wasaboundaryconditionfor thegas-

phasemodelat thesolid-surface. Initial simulationsmodeledconditionssimilar to the

low-gravityexperimentsandpredictedlow-pressureextinctionlimits consistentwith the

experimentallimits. Othersimulationsexaminedtheeffectsof velocity,depressurization

rateand (_) onextinction.
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Chapter I Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The combustion of solids in low-speed forced flows in low-gravity is relevant to

spacecraft fire safety (Friedman and Sacksteder, 1988). Previous work (Ferkul and

T'ien, 1994; Olson et al., 1988; Foutch and T'ien, 1987) has shown that flames in the

presence of low-speed forced flows in low-gravity may be more flammable (burning to

lower oxygen concentrations) than flames in the same flow in normal gravity. Since

ventilation flows on current (and planned) spacecraft are on the order of five to ten

centimeters per second (Wieland, 1994), determining flammability limits of materials

in low-speed flows in microgravity has become an important fire safety issue (Friedman

and Sacksteder, 1988).

The behavior of flames in low-speed flows in microgravity is also an important

issue for fire suppression for the International Space Station (ISS). Current plans for the

space station include the use of venting (depressurization) as an emergency option for

extinguishing a fire (System Specification for the International Space Station, 1994).

The details of the ISS venting procedure are listed in Appendix A. This procedure

would induce flows in the affected compartment that could temporarily intensify the fire,

as was observed in flammability tests of solids conducted on board Skylab (KJmzey,

1986). Despite this general understanding, current knowledge of the effects of reduced

pressure and forced flow velocity on a burning solid in low-gravity are inadequate for

the design of a venting extinguishment system.

Previous research in low-gravity has examined flame extinction behavior for

thermally thin solids (Olson et al., 1988; Grayson at al., 1994; Sacksteder and T'ien,

1994). However, there are differences when burning thick materials because the interior

solid temperature continuously changes during combustion. The change in the solid-

phase temperatures for thick solids changes the percentage of the gas-phase heat

feedback which affects the flammability characteristics (Yang, 1995).

In this research the burning of a solid cylinder in low-gravity was examined both

experimentally and numerically. The main parameters of this study were pressure,

forced flow velocity, and solid-phase centerline temperature. A solid cylinder was

selected as the sample geometry as two distinct flow regions exist when a cylinder is

placed in a flow: a forward stagnation region and a wake region. The flame stabilization

and extinction characteristics in these regions vary as a function of forced flow;

theoretical results have predicted quenching and blow-off extinction at the forward



stagnationpointdependingonthemagnitudeof theflow (FoutchandT'ien, 1987;Yang,
1995).Quenchingextinctionoccursdueto increasedheatlossesfrom theflame(T'ien,
1986).Blow-off extinctionoccurswhenthegas-residencetimeis muchsmallerthanthe
chemical reactiontimescale.

1.2 Literature Review

Due to time limitations in existing microgravity facilities, most microgravity

solid fuel combustion experiments conducted to date have focused on thin fuels, usually

examining flame spread. Salva and Juste (1991) examined upward flame spread over

vertical PMMA cylinders in a 35% oxygen mixture at one atmosphere with no forced

flow. PMMA is the abbreviation for the polymer Polymethyl Methacrylate, which is

also known by the trade name Plexiglass ®. Low-gravity conditions were obtained the

NASA KC-135 aircraft laboratory. The cylinder diameters were 1.0 and 2.5 mm. This

research found that the spread rates for these cylinders were of the same order of

magnitude as in normal gravity. Salve and Juste also noted that the flames were affected

by g-jitter. These experiments did not examine the extinction behavior of the flames.

Flame spread rates over 5.0 cm wide sheets of cellulose at reduced pressure in

a quiescent microgravity environment were reported by Friedman and Urban (1993).

The base condition being examined was the pre-breathing atmosphere for the space

shuttle: 30% oxygen at a total pressure of 0.7 atm. The experiments were conducted at

constant pressure in a finite volume combustion chamber using the NASA Lewis

Research Center's 2.2 Second Drop Tower. In the microgravity tests, the flames were

not able to spread if the pressure was below 0.55 atm. In normal-gravity the flame

extinguished for cases with pressures below 0.09 atmospheres. The flames in the normal

gravity tests could have extinguished because the low-pressure extinction limit was

reached, or because of oxygen depletion during the duration of the burn.

Other experiments have examined flame spread in microgravity at one

atmosphere. Olson et al. (1988) examined flame spread and extinction over thin paper

samples as a function of oxygen concentration. Ferkul and T'ien (1994) numerically

studied the flammability limits for concurrent flow flame spread over a thin solid. Both

studies presented a flammability map in a domain of oxygen concentrations and

characteristic velocity. The flammability maps showed the existence of both blow-off

and quenching extinction modes. At characteristic velocities lower than 10 cm/sec the

flame was quenched when the oxygen percentage became too low; at characteristic

2



velocitieshigherthan10cm/s,theextinctionmodewasblown-offwhichoccurred when

the oxygen concentration was too low. In addition, at a characteristic velocity of 10

cm/s, flames were sustained at lower oxygen concentrations than flames burning at other

velocities.

The existence of the low-speed quenching extinction was first suggested by T'ien

(1986) who included surface radiative heat loss in a stagnation point diffusion flame

model. T'ien predicted that as the stretch rate decreased the radiative heat loss from the

flame would become substantial with respect to the heat generated by the flame; the

percentage of the flame's energy lost via radiative heat transfer would increase. (The

stretch rate for stagnation point flow is defined as the velocity gradient.) At a

sufficiently low stretch rate the flame could not be sustained with the larger percentage

of heat loss. The low-speed quench due to radiative heat losses was predicted to occur

in spreading and non-spreading flames. For solid fuels the predicted quenching

boundaries are shifted in theories including gas-phase radiation (Jiang and T'ien, 1994;

Rhatigan and T'ien, 1993), but retain the same shape as those with only surface radiation.

Two combustion experiment programs using solid-fuels have been conducted

in space. The most recent was the Solid Surface Combustion Experiment which

examined flame spread over thermally thin and thick solid-fuels in microgravity in

differing oxygen mole fractions at elevated pressures (West, et al., 1996; Ramachandra,

et al., 1995). The atmospheric conditions for tests conducted with thick fuel samples

were: 50% 02 at 1 atm, 50% 02 at 2 atm, and 70% 02 at 1 atm. (West, et al., 1996).

During the early 1970's a series of material flammability tests were conducted on board

Skylab (Kimzey, 1986). The Skylab tests are noteworthy since the combustion chamber

was vented to space during six experiments.

The Skylab experiments were conducted in a sealed spherical combustion

chamber that had a volume of 0.041 m 3 (41 liters); the ambient conditions within the

chamber were 65% oxygen at a total pressure of 5.2 psia, which was the nominal

atmosphere on Skylab. The chamber was equipped with a four-inch diameter vent line

with a one inch screened orifice designed to retard the flow. The materials burned were:

aluminized Mylar, neoprene coated nylon fabric, polyurethane foam, cellulose paper, and

Teflon fabric. The mylar, cellulose paper and the Teflon fabric were all thin sheets,

while the nylon and the polyurethane foam were thicker samples. The vent line was

opened during six of the combustion tests. During the venting process the visible flames

intensified and then extinguished (Kimzey, 1986). There were no quantitative



measurementstaken during theseexperiments;the only data availablewere film
recordingsof theexperiments.

The effect of reducedpressureon flame spreadon thin solidshasalso been
examinedin normal gravity. Frey andT'ien (1976)examinedthe effectof reduced
pressureondownwardflamespreadin normalgravity. This studyalsoexaminedthe

extinction limits of theflameasa functionof thesamplewidth,pressure,andoxygen
mole fraction. As the oxygenmole fraction wasdecreasedfrom 1.0to 0.30, the
extinctionpressureincreasedfrom approximately0.03to 0.26atmospheresfor asample
width of 1.0cm. For caseswith a samplewidth of 2.0 cm, theextinction pressure
increasedfrom 0.02atmto0.10atmastheoxygenmolefractiondecreasedfrom 0.75to
0.3. Starret(1977)examinedtheeffectof reducedpressureon flameburningoverthin
solidsin normalgravityin air. In theseexperiments,paperandcardstockwereignited
at varioussub-atmosphericpressures. Sustainedcombustiondid not occuroncethe

ambientpressurewasset below0.3 atmospheres.
Theseexperimentsandmodelshaveexaminedflamespreadandextinctionfor

thermallythinmaterials,in whichthereisauniformtemperaturethroughthedepthof the
material(deRis, 1969). However,thematerialsusedonboardaspacecraftareusually
notthermallythinsolids. Theyarethick materialswhoseshapeandthermalhistorycan
affecttheflame. Onedifferencebetweenthermallythinandthermallythick solid fuels
is therateof flamespread.

DeRis (1969)predictedthattheflamespreadratewasindependentof pressure
for thermally thin materialsanddependenton pressurefor thermallythick materials.
FreyandT'ien (1976)observedflamespreadratesfor a thermallythin solid in normal
gravityatvariouspressures.Theflamespreadrateswerenearlyconstantuntil theflame

nearedextinctionwhenthespreadraterapidlydecreased.Altenkirch,EichornandShang
(1980)alsoobservedanearconstantflamespreadratefor downwardburningof athin
solid. In adifferentstudy,Altenkirch,Eichorn,andRizvi (1983)observedthattheflame
spreadratesover thick PMMA fuel bedsincreasedwith pressure.

Theeffectof air flow onextinctionbehaviorwasnotedby Spalding(1953)who
simulatedthecombustionof a liquid fueldropletby forcingaliquid fuel (kerosene)out
of a poroussphere. At low speedstheflameenvelopedtheentiresphere,but asthe
speedwasincreasedthe flamewasblown downstreamof the sphereforming a wake
flame. Udelson(1961)conductedsimilarexperimentsand reportedthatundercertain
velocitiestheflamewasableto stabilizealongthesidesof thedropletinsteadof forming

4



awakeflame.

Tsuji and Yamoaka(1967, 1969)useda porouscylinder in a cross-flow to
examinecounter-flowdiffusion flames. In theseexperimentsmethaneandpropane
wereejectedfrom theporouscylinderat aknownflow rate. By varyingtheforcedair
flow rateandtheliquid fuel flow ratetheflameextinctionlimit attheforwardstagnation
point wasexamined. If eithertheforcedflow ratewasincreasedor thefuel flow rate
wasdecreasedtheflame approachedthe surfaceof thecylinder until the flame was
extinguisheddueto blow-off attheforwardstagnationpoint.

Starret(1977)examinedthe effectof reducedpressureon thick materialsby
burningaircraftseatsin normalgravityin analtitudechamber. Theseatswereignited
andthechamberwasdecompressedatarateof 15,000feetperminute.Thevisibleflame
was extinguishedwhen the pressurewas reducedto 0.11 atmosphereswhich was
equivalentto a pressureof 50,000feet. However,the materialre-ignitedwhen the
pressurewasincreased.

ChenandWeng(1990)numericallymodeledthesameproblemthatTsuji and
Yamoakastudiedexperimentally.Theylimited their problemto two dimensionsand
solvedtheNavier-Stokes(momentum),energy,speciesandcontinuityequations.The
model assumeda one-stepoverall chemicalreactionwith secondorder Arrhenius
kinetics. A parametricstudyof extinctionwasconductedby varyingthe Damkohler
numberandthefuelejectionrate. TheDamkohlernumberis theratioof thechemical

reactiontime scaleto thegasresidencetime scale. At high valuesof theDamkohler
numbertheflamesurroundedtheentirefuel surface. This flameconfigurationis called
anenvelopeflame. As theDamkohlernumberwasreduced,which wasequivalent to
increasingtheforcedflow, theflamewasblown-off theforwardstagnationpoint and
stabilizedalongthesidesof thecylinder. Furtherdecreasesin theDamkohlernumber
led to thetransitionto awakeflameandeventuallyflameextinction.

Yang(1995)extendedChenandWeng'smodelto aburningsolidcylinderinstead
of a porouscylinder. This modelexaminedthe combustionof a 1.9cm diameter
PMMA cylinder in a cross-flowof air in zero-gravityusingaquasi-steadygas-phase
approximation. A parametricstudyof combustionandextinctioncharacteristicswas
performedby varying theforcedflow rateandthepercentageof heatconductedinto the
solid (_). This term(_) wasdefinedastheratioof theheatconductedinto thesolid-
phaseto theheatconductedto thesolid/gasinterfacein thegas-phase,which canbe
writtenas:



(1.1)

The value of • could be used to simulate different stages of a combustion process. A

value of • near one would occur in situations in which a large percentage of the energy

conducted by the gas-phase to the gas/solid interface was used as sensible heat to

increase the temperature of the solid. This would occur immediately after the fuel was

ignited (solid interior temperature is low). Lower values of • would indicate that the

solid had been heated by the flame (solid interior temperature is elevated).

Yang's parametric study (1995) predicted the flammability boundary at various

velocities and values of _. The flammability map at a pressure of one atmosphere is

shown in Figure 1.1 in a domain of percent of heat flux into the solid (_) and free

stream velocity (Yang, 1995). (The y-axis labels in the corresponds to percentage; i.e.

0.1 = 10%). Starting at 10 cm/sec, if the velocity is increased, the model predicts that

the flame would transition from an envelope to a wake flame as the flame is locally

extinguished at the forward stagnation point. As the velocity is further increased the

flame is extinguished due to blow-off, ff the velocity is initially decreased instead of

increased, the flame extinguishes by quenching at low velocities. Although Yang's

model includes pressure effects, an error in the numerical code discovered during this

research invalidated any reduced pressure data from Yang's thesis.

1.3 Current Research

The extinction behavior of a burning solid PMMA (Polymethyl Methacrylate)

cylinder in low-gravity is examined both experimentally and numerically. The

experiments, which were conducted on board NASA's reduced-gravity aircraft examined

the extinction modes and flammability limits of the burning PMMA as a function of

pressure and forced flow. Current NASA spacecraft have ventilation flows on the

order of 5 to 10 cm/sec and the ventilation flows on the International Space Station are

planned to be of the same order of magnitude. The experiments were conducted in a
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forced flow to simulate conditions that might occur on an orbiting spacecraft.

The experiments examined quasi-steady low-gravity (0.01 g's with 1.0 g's being

the normal gravitational acceleration of 9.81 m/s 2) flame behavior and the extinction

limit as a function of solid-phase centerline temperature and pressure. The low-pressure

extinction limit was determined by slowly reducing the pressure in low-gravity while

retaining a constant forced flow. These experiments differed from the Skylab

experiments in the usage of a forced flow within the combustion chamber. In the Skylab

experiments there was no forced flow (quiescent atmosphere) except during the

depressurization (Kimzey, 1986). This is important as the rapid increase in the velocity

within the chamber intensified the flame. In the current experiments, the velocity is kept

constant during the experiments. The experiment apparatus is described in Chapter

Two and the experimental results are presented in Chapter Three.

A numerical model was used to supplement the low-gravity experiments. A set

of simulations examined a depressurization scenario similar to the low-gravity

experiments. The model was also used to examine depressurization scenarios that could

not be obtained experimentally due to limitations of the research facilities. These

limitations included the limited time duration of low-gravity, gravitational disturbances

from the aircraft, and a limit on the minimum obtainable chamber pressure for flows

with velocities greater than 10 cm/sec. The additional set of numerical simulations

examined the effects of depressurization time, velocity, and the pre-depressurization

burning time. These simulations also included scenarios similar to the proposed

International Space Station depressurization procedures. Additionally the model's

sensitivity to the solid surface emissivity and the gas-phase order of reaction was

examined.

To conduct transient numerical simulations the quasi-steady gas-phase model of

Yang (1995) was coupled to a transient solid-phase heat transfer code. This coupling

allowed the parameter _, which was defined in Equation 1.1, to be evaluated as a

function of the gas-phase/solid-phase boundary condition along the surface of the

cylinder. In the coupled model _ was a function of the cylinder surface location and

time. This was different from Yang's research in which _ was a user specified constant

on the cylinder surface and not linked to the burning process. The numerical model is

discussed in more detail in Chapter Four, the simulation parameters are discussed in

Chapter Five, and the numerical results are presented in Chapter Six.
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Chapter 2 Experiment Hardware & Facilities

2.1 Combustion Samples

Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA), which is also known by the names acrylic and

Plexiglass ® was the material burned in these experiments. The monomer of PMMA

has the chemical formula C 5H 802 . This material was selected as it has been used, and

will continue to be used in experiments flown on the space shuttle. One advantage of

PMMA is that it can be polished into an optical quality window. As an example, the

fluid containers for the Interface Configuration Experiment, which has flown on the

space shuttle, were made of PMMA.

During the selection process, the combustion behavior of the cast and extruded

forms of PMMA was evaluated. During initial normal gravity ignition tests, extruded

PMMA cylinders dripped burning material and sagged. Since these effects did not

occur when burning cast PMMA cylinders, the cast form was selected for the low-gravity

experiments. An additional reason for selecting PMMA was that it's thermal properties

and combustion behaviors have been well characterized.

PMMA's physical properties are cataloged in the Physical and Thermodynamic

Properties of Pure Chemicals (1994). Seshadri and Williams (1978), and Fenimore

and Jones (1966) analyzed the gas composition for a burning section of PMMA. During

combustion, the polymer decomposed into the monomer near the solid-surface and then

decomposed into lighter molecular weight hydrocarbons such as methane. Similar

measurements were made by Fenimore and Jones (1966) and Burge and Tipper (1969).

Ohtani, Akita and Hirano (1982) measured the surface regression rates of PMMA

cylinders in normal gravity. Halli and T'ien (1986) measured the limiting oxygen index

for flames burning on vertical PMMA cylinders at one atmosphere in normal gravity.

Egorov et al. (1995) reported oxygen limits for PMMA burning in a forced flow in

microgravity from experiments conducted on board the Russian space station MIR.

Horizontal cylinders with a diameter of 1.9 centimeters and a length of 2.54 cm

were selected as the sample size. A series of initial experiments was conducted with

cylinders of various diameters. The largest diameter was 1.9 cm and the smallest was

0.95 cm. The 1.9 cm diameter cylinders were chosen for the low-gravity experiments to

minimize any surface regression effects that might occur during experiments with long

periods of combustion. The 2.54 cm length was selected to fit within the sample holders

of a general combustion rig used for initial normal gravity tests at the NASA Lewis



ResearchCenter's2.2 SecondDrop Tower andthe test rig usedfor the low-gravity
experiments.

2.2 Spacecraft Fire Safety Facility

The low-gravity experiments were conducted in the Spacecraft Fire Safety

Facility (Figure 2. l) which is a test facility that can be flown on NASA's reduced gravity

aircraft. This facility consisted of five main subsystems: sample holders, combustion

chamber, gas flow system, imaging system, and the data acquisition/control system.

The sample holder was a 0.04 cm thick sheet of stainless steel, 25 centimeters

wide by 47 centimeters in length. Two rectangular cutouts were made in the plate. The

first was in the center of the sheet which reduced interactions between the plate, the

forced flow and the cylinder. The second cutout was required to reduce any blockage of

the axial view by the sample holder. The PMMA cylinders were mounted to this plate

via a thermocouple probe (0.16 cm diameter) and a mounting screw (Figures 2.2 and

2.3) which were inserted into holes drilled along the centerline of the cylinders; the

probe and screw were then safety wired to the sample holder. Steel washers with a 1.9

cm diameter were placed at the ends of the cylinders to limit burning along the ends of

the cylinders.

The samples were ignited by a resistive heating of a 12.7 cm section of 29 gauge

(0.028 cm diameter) Kanthal ® wire which is an iron-chromium-aluminum alloy (Kanthal

Handbook, 1990). The wire was mounted axially along the forward stagnation line of

the cylinder (Figure 2.3). The ignitor wire had a resistance of 0.24 ohms/cm and a

nominal resistance of three ohms. A four-ohm resistor was placed in series with the

ignitor wire, and with a circuit voltage of 28 VDC, the ignitor current was four amps.

During each experiment, the ignitor was energized for 30 seconds which provided a

standardized time to ignition and sustained combustion. To ensure that the ignitor wire

remained in contact with the cylinder, it was imbedded into the sample. This procedure

was required as external disturbances such as handling the sample holder or the hardware

could disturb the placement of the ignitor wire. After placement, the ignitor wire was

heated for approximately five seconds and imbedded into the forward stagnation line of

the cylinder. In this manner, part of the wire was in contact with the cylinder. Multiple

sample holders were prepared in advance for each flight and were stored in a sample

case.
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Before each experiment the sample holder was lowered into the chamber on a set

of guide rails mounted to the chamber walls, aligning the samples with the center of the

windows. Thermocouple and ignitor wires were connected to pass-through on the inside

wall of the combustion chamber. ( These connectors on the sample holder are visible in

Figure 2.2.) The ports allowed electrical power and signals to be passed in and out of

the chamber without affecting the chamber's pressure seal. This combustion chamber

had a diameter of 25 centimeters and a height of 51 centimeters, with a volume of 25

liters. The chamber could be operated at pressures ranging from vacuum to three

atmospheres. Three window ports along the chamber wall provided views of the

interior of the chamber; two side mounted and one on the front of the rig. The front

window was rectangular: 10.16 cm wide by 15.24 cm in height. The side windows were

round with a 10.46 cm diameter.

The gas flow system consisted of an inlet and outlet segment. The pressurized

gas (air) was provided by high-pressure gas bottles, and it entered the inlet portion of the

system through a mass flow controller which had a range of 25 to 500 standard liters per

minute (SLPM) with an accuracy of +1% of full scale (± 5 SLPM). Assuming a plug

flow in the combustion chamber, a volumetric flow of 500 SLPM yielded a flow of 18

cm/sec at one atmosphere. The flow within the combustion chamber was examined

using a hot wire anemometer and flow visualization techniques. Images of streamlines

recorded during flow visualization tests showed that the flow was uniform in the

chamber. The radial velocity profile measured by the hot wire anemometer was constant

near the centerline and increased slightly near the chamber wall. At a flow rate of 300

standard liters per minute, which corresponded to a plug-flow velocity of 10.8 cm/s, the

volumetric flow rate computed from the measured velocity profile differed from the

actual flow rate by 11%. The difference in the volumetric flow rates was probably

caused by errors in the velocity data near the chamber walls which occurred because the

hot wire could not measure data near the walls due to the probe design. The velocity

data near the wails was approximated using the measured data and a no-slip condition

at the wall. The flow characteristics within the combustion chamber are discussed in

detail in Appendix B.

The gas passed from the flow controller through a check valve into the lower

section of the combustion chamber. The flow passed through a series of screens and an

elbow that turned the flow vertically. The flow passed around a one inch metal deflector

disk and then passed through a one inch thick porous metal plate. The porous plate

14



producedapressuredropcausingplugflow in thechamber;theflow characteristicsare
detailedin AppendixB.

Thepressurein thechamberwascontrolledbyavalvelocateddownstreamof the
combustionchamber. The valve was controlled by a PID (ProportionalIntegral
Derivative)controller connectedto apressuretransducerthat measuredthe chamber
pressure. The pressuretransducerhad a rangeof 0 to 3.4 atmosphereswith a
measurementerrorlessthan lx 10.3atmospheres.This controllerallowedtheoperator
to increaseor decreasethe chamberpressure,or set a constantchamberpressure.
Pressurechangeswereinitiatedby asteporrampmode. Therampfunctionchangedthe
pressureataconstantrate(dP/dt)setby theoperator.

Duringtheinitial low-gravityexperimentstheexhaustflow wasdirectedthough
a fitting that protrudedthroughthe skinof theaircraft. (SeeFigure2.4) This port
provided accessto theambientair pressureoutsidethe aircraftduring flight. At a
nominalflight altitudeof 30,000feet,theambientpressurewas0.3atmospheres(U.S.
StandardAtmosphere,1976). Due to line losses,the minimum chamberpressure
achievedusingtheventline was0.4atmospheres.To achievealowerchamberpressure
duringaircraftexperiments,thechamberwasconnectedto anoil-lessscroll vacuum
pump. Thepumphadacapacityof 500SLPMatoneatmosphereanda flow capacity
of 50 SLPM at 0.1 atmospheres(Edwards,1995). This pump was connected
downstreamof thepressurecontrolvalveandthepump'soutletwasconnectedto the
overboardvent line.

The testrig was equippedwith imaginghardwarethatconsistedof two color
CCD video cameras,two SVHS VCRs, two color monitors, and two time code

generators.Theplacementof thecamerasprovidedanaxial andaradial view of the
cylinders;theaxialview wastakenfrom asidewindow. A mirror wasmountedto the
front windowto allow imagingof theradialview. Thevideosignalwasrecordedon the
videocassetterecordersanddisplayedonthemonitors. Thetimecodegeneratorsplaced
a continuoustime stampon thevideo signalthat wasrecordedalongwith the flame
images.

Thefacility wasequippedwith apersonalcomputer-baseddataacquisitionand
control system. This systemuseda commercialsoftwarepackagethat includeda
graphicaluserinterfacethatallowedtheuserto write acustomcontrolsequence.This
softwareandtheassociatedinput andoutputhardwareallowedthecomputerto collect
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data and control all aspects of the experiment. For these experiments this program

sampled and recorded temperature, pressure, volumetric flow, and tri-axial acceleration

data. The thermocouple probes used in these experiments were type K thermocouples

that had an error of_+4.SK at 600K (Temperature Handbook, 1989). The accelerometers

had an accuracy of lxl0 "6 g's with a range of _+0.5 g's. The temperature, pressure and

volumetric flow rate were sampled at two Hz and the acceleration data was sampled at

30 Hz which corresponded to the video frame rate. Even though the chamber pressure

and the solid-phase temperature were changing during the experiments, they were

assumed to be nearly constant over a time period of 0.5 seconds. (The thermal

penetration length in 0.5 seconds was less than 0.0001 meters. With a pressure

depressurization rate of 1.0 atmospheres per minute the pressure change in 0.5 seconds

was 0.01 atmospheres.) The acceleration data was sampled at 30 Hz so that it could be

correlated to the video images of the flame that were recorded at 30 Hz.

The VCRs, the time code generators, and the ignitor were controlled via digital

relays; the mass flow controller was controlled by an analog output. The time code

generators were started simultaneously to provide an identical time stamp on both the

axial and radial views. Pressure data and commands were sent to and from the PID

controller using the computer's serial port. During the experiment the software

displayed the temperature, pressure, volumetric flow and acceleration data to the screen

and wrote this information to a data file.

A requirement for these experiments was the ability to change the chamber

pressure while keeping a constant velocity within the combustion chamber. This was

accomplished by monitoring the chamber pressure and adjusting the volumetric flow rate.

The relationship between the volumetric flow rate, the gas velocity within the chamber

and the chamber pressure was derived from Boyle's Law. During an experiment, the

program sampled the PID controller for the chamber pressure and then computed the

required volumetric flow rate to keep the velocity constant. This process is described

in more detail in Appendix C.

2.3 Experimental Facilities - Reduced.Gravity Aircraft

These experiments were conducted on NASA's reduced gravity aircraft. The

initial low-gravity experiments were conducted on the Johnson Space Center's KC-135.

During these experiments the hardware used the overboard vent as the low-pressure

source. Additional flights used the NASA Lewis Research Center's Lear Jet. The
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overboard vent was also used during these flights as the low-pressure source. However,

the desired chamber pressures were not obtained. The required pressures were reached

with a vacuum pump flown with the hardware on the NASA Lewis Research Center's

DC-9 in June 1995. The experiment was flown on the DC-9, because the volume

required for the gas bottles, the vacuum pump and the Spacecraft Fire Safety Facility

was larger than could be fit on the Lear Jet.

To achieve the apparent weightless condition, the aircraft followed a parabolic

flight trajectory that provided approximately 20 seconds of low-gravity preceded and

followed by 20 seconds of high-gravity. The maximum acceleration of the DC-9 was

2g's and the maximum on the Lear Jet was close to 3g's. Acceleration levels during low-

gravity were on the order of _+0.01 g's. Acceleration traces for the low-gravity portion

of a typical trajectory are shown in Figure 2.5. During some trajectories the initial low-

gravity acceleration levels spiked at -0.05 to -0.1 g's before they settled at an acceleration

level on the order of _-+O.01g's. (Figure 2.6) During the 20 second low-gravity period

there were perturbations about the mean g-level, which can be seen in both Figures 2.5

and 2.6. This phenomenon, known as g-jitter, was caused by perturbations in the

aircraft's trajectory induced by air turbulence and/or the pilot's control of the aircraft.
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Chapter 3 Low-gravity Experimental Results

3.1 Introduction

The goal of these experiments was to examine the combustion and extinction

behavior of a diffusion flame burning over a solid cylinder in a reduced gravity

environment. The experiments were conducted on board NASA's reduced gravity

aircraft which provided a low-gravity environment. However, the gravitational

environment of the aircraft was not a controlled condition. Two different types of

experiments were conducted. The first series examined the effects of reduced pressure

and forced flow on quasi-steady (gas-phase) flame behavior in low-gravity. The

combustion chamber was kept at a constant pressure during these experiments. The

forced velocities ranged from five to twenty cm/sec. The pressures ranged from 1.0 to

0.1 atmospheres. The visible flame geometry and flame stand-off distance at the forward

stagnation point (FSP) are compared with theoretical predictions.

A second set of experiments examined the extinction behavior and the low-

pressure extinction limit of the flame in low-gravity. By slowly reducing the pressure

during low-gravity, the low-pressure extinction limit was reached. The slow rate of

depressurization ensured quasi-steady gas-phase behavior. Both quenching and blow-off

extinction modes were observed. The extinction data were used to obtain the low-

pressure flammability limit. A difficulty in determining the experimental extinction limit

was the effect of gravitational disturbances associated with the reduced-gravity aircraft.

Thus, an important step in determining the low-pressure extinction boundary using the

experimental data was ascertaining if gravitational effects caused extinction. This

procedure is discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

The experiments were carried out with standardized steps designed to minimize

procedural differences. Before each experiment a fresh sample was placed into the

chamber. The chamber was sealed and filled with air to a pressure of one atmosphere.

Since the time required to ignite and produce a sustained flame (- 40 sec) was longer

than the entire low-gravity period (~ 20 sec as shown in Figure 2.5) the samples were

ignited during normal gravity before the start of the trajectory. Before the aircraft began

a trajectory, the air flow was started and the ignitor was energized for thirty seconds.

The flow rates were set to provide velocities of either five, ten, or twenty cm/sec within
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thecombustionchamber.The ignition andflamegrowth processesareillustratedin

Figure3.1. In mostcases,ignitionoccurredwithin five secondsafterthe ignitor was
energized,characterizedbyarapidflashof flamenearthesample.(Figure3.1(D))After
ignition,aflamewasvisibleneartheforwardstagnationpoint(E). Eventually,thisflame
propagatedaroundthecircumferenceof thecylinder(F - H). Theglow atthebottomof

images(C) through(H) is theenergizedignitor. Thirty secondsafterbeingenergizedthe
ignitor wasturnedoff (I). Thetotal timerequiredto establishaflameoverthesurface
of thecylinder,asshownin thefigure,wasaminimumof forty seconds.

Oncethe solid was ignited two different trajectorysequenceswere used to

generatedifferentsolid-phasetemperatures.Thefirst trajectorysequencewasaseries
of consecutiveparabolictrajectorieswith two to four minutes betweenperiodsof low-
gravity whichallowedthe solid-phasecenterlinetemperatureto rise to approximately
350K. The second trajectory sequenceachieved higher solid-phasecenterline
temperatureswith a longerperiodof normalgravityburningbeforethe startof low-
gravity. For this trajectoryprofile the time betweenlow-gravity trajectorieswas
deliberatelyextended;thetrajectorywasstartedaftertheexperimenthadreachedthe
desiredtemperaturerange. Thechamberpressurewasmaintainednearoneatmosphere
for partof this period. This wasdoneto maintaina strongflameandaid the solid

heatingprocess.A typicaldatasetfor theseexperimentsisshownin Figures3.2(A)and
(B).

Prior toenteringinto low-gravity,thepressurewasreducedto thetestconditions

at anaveragerateof 0.011atmospheresper second( 0.7 atmospheresperminute).
The pressurewas reducedafter the flame had engulfedthe cylinder to provide a
standardizedignition conditionfor all of theexperiments. Differentprocedureswere
followedin low-gravityfor thefirst (quasi-steadylow-gravitybehavior) andthesecond
(extinctionlimit experiments)setof experiments. Theseexperimentswereconsidered
to bequasi-steadyin thegas-phase(with respectto thesolid-phase)andnot steady-state

becauseof changeswith thesolid-phase. Duringatypicalexperiment,thesolid-phase
centerlinetemperatureincreasedbyapproximately20degreesK duringlow-gravityas
shownin Figure3.2(B). Regressionof thecylinder'ssurfacealsooccurredduringlow-
gravity,however,thischangewassmallduringthe20secondperiod.Theregressionrate
attheforwardstagnationpointof thecylinderin normalgravitywasmeasuredto be2.0
X 10 "3cm]sec.

In the flame behavior experiments the chamber pressure was constant during
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sample at the FSP

(edge view)
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t = 15 sec t = 21 sec t = 27 sec t = 32 sec t = 41 sec

Start of flame Continued Ignitor off Flame

propagation flame growth engulfed

around cylinder

cylinder

Figure 3.1

Axial view of the ignition and flame growth process in normal gravity at one

atmosphere with an air flow of 10 cm/sec
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low-gravity. Thereweresomevariationsin thechamberpressuredue to the interaction of the

PID controller and the control valve. The average fluctuation in the chamber pressure in low-

gravity was 0.02 atmospheres. During tests examining the low-pressure extinction limit the

pressure was reduced at a rate of 0.004 atmospheres per second (0.24 atmospheres per minute)

during low-gravity period. The pressure was reduced during low-gravity to allow the flame

to pass through the low-pressure extinction boundary.

The gas-phase is considered to be quasi-steady because the change in the pressure with

respect to the total pressure is small during one gas-phase time scale:

I A p [ in one gas-phase time

P
_< 1

(3.1)

For the constant pressure experiments, if a pressure fluctuation of 0.02 atm occurred in less

than one gas-phase time, this ratio is (0.2) at 0.1 atm (the minimum experiment pressure).

However, the pressure fluctuations in the constant pressure tests occurred over periods of

seconds. In the extinction experiments this ratio is (0.04) at 0.1 atmosphere. The gas-phase

diffusion time scale (ct/62) is approximately one second (the visible flame stand-off distance

(6) was measured to be on the order of 0.5 cm). The convective time scale (flame length

/forced velocity) is on the order of 0.3 sec with a ten cm/sec forced flow and 0.6 sec with a

five cm/sec forced flow (the flame length was measured to be on the order of 3.0 cm). Thus,

the gas-phase time scale is on the order of one second and AP/P in one second is much less

than one.

In some experiments the flames extinguished during the low-gravity period, others did

not. Flames that did not extinguish during low-gravity were extinguished manually during the

high-g portion of the trajectory by rapidly filling the chamber with cabin air via a pressure

relief valve. After extinguishing the flame, the chamber was flushed with air to clear any

combustion products. The old sample was removed from the chamber and a new sample was

loaded. The experiment procedure was then repeated for each test; a total of 175 tests were

conducted.

3.3 Flame behavior in Low-gravity

The first set of experiments conducted on the airplane examined the effect of forced

velocity and pressure on the flame behavior in low-gravity. Axial and radial views of the
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flame in low-gravityareshownin Figure3.3. The velocitiesrangedfrom five to twenty
centimeterspersecond. Thechamberpressurerangedfrom 1.0to 0.1 atmospheres.The
accelerationlevel in theaircraftwhichwasnotexperimentallycontrolledhad largeeffecton
the flames. Post-experimentdataanalysiswasusedto filter out experimentsthat were
effectedby g-jitter.

3.3.1 Effect of Velocity on the Flame

Low-gravity experiments were conducted with forced flows of five, ten and twenty

cm/sec. The overall flame configuration did not change at different velocities as shown in

Figure 3.4. These cases were selected as they provided the best match between the pressure

and solid centerline temperature for the velocity comparison. It was not possible to exactly

match the solid-phase centerline temperatures because there was not a countdown to the start

of low-gravity. Thus, the solid-phase was hotter in some cases than in others. In addition,

a limited set of data was collected at both five and twenty cm/sec due to environmental and

hardware restrictions. The volumetric flow rate required to generate a flow of 20 cm/sec

within the combustion chamber was near the limit of the vacuum pump used to reduce the

chamber pressure, which limited the final attainable pressure. In tests with a five cm/sec flow,

g-jitter had a large effect on the flames which limited the number of cases that were not

extinguished, or heavily disturbed, during low-g.

Change in velocity affects the visible flame stand-off distance at the forward stagnation

point (6vsp) as shown in Table 3.1 for the flames in Figure 3.4. The flame stand-off distance

is defined as the length from the surface of the cylinder to the center of the flame thickness

(Figure 3.5). These distances were measured using a video tracking workstation at the NASA

Lewis Research Center. A theoretical prediction of the stand-off distance is made using a

balance between mass diffusion and convection:

a

(3.2)

in which (a) is the mixed convective stretch rate and (D) is the mass diffusivity. For air the

mass diffusivity is approximately the same as the thermal diffusivity:
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(A) (B)
Radialview Axial view

Figure3.3
Axial and radial views of the flame in low-gravity
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(A)

U = 5 cm/sec

P = 0.67 atm

T(r=0) = 416 K

6FS P = 0.17 cm

(B)
U = 10 cm/sec

P = 0.68 atm

T(r=0) = 370 K

8Fs P = 0.13 cm

(c)
U = 10 crrgsec

P = 0.78 atm

T(r=0) = 322 K

6Fs P = 0.14 cm

(D)

U = 20 cm/sec

P = 0.84 atm

T(r=0) = 344 K

6Fsv = O. 11 cm

Figure 3.4

Effect of velocity on the visible flame in low-gravity

(all images at ~ 10 milli-g's)
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Flame Flame

Stand-off Distance

Figure 3.5

Flame thickness and stand-off distance

U® P T(r=-0) Experimental Flame

(cm/s) (atm) (K) Thickness at the Forward

Stagnation Point

(cm)

5

10

10

20

Experimental Stand-off
distance at the Forward

Stagnation Point

(cm)

0.67 416 0.26 0.17

0.68 370 0.22 0.13

344 0.24 0.140.78

0.84 322 0.22 0.11

Table 3.1

Effect of the forced velocity on the flame thickness and stand-off distance
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a

(3.3)

The thermal diffusivity (_) is a function of the gas-phase density and, hence a function of

pressure. Foutch and T'ien (1987) defined a generalized stretch rate for mixed convective

systems as :

a = aFI 1 + AT (g/R)
(3.4)

r

in which aF is the forced flow stretch rate for a cylinder:

a F - (3.5)
R

The contribution of the buoyant term in equation (3.4) is small as it is much less than one.

Using the definition of the mixed convective stretch rate and thermal diffusivity, the

relationship between pressure, forced velocity, and the stand-off distance is:

(3.6)

This relationship does not take into account any effects of solid-phase temperature.

The predicted theoretical stand-off distances are compared to the experimental data

in Table 3.2. The mixed stretch rate is computed using a temperature difference based on an

average flame temperature from Yang's results (1800 K) and the ambient gas temperature

(300 K), with the acceleration level set at 10 milli-g's and using the cylinder radius (0.9525

cm). The trend in both the experimental and theoretical data is the same: the stand-off

distance decreases as the velocity increases. The experimental stand-off distance decreases

by a factor of 0.765 as the velocity increases from five to ten cm/sec; the stand-off decreases

by a factor of 0.786 as the velocity increases from ten to twenty cm/sec. The scaling law
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equation(3.6) predictsthat the stand-offdistanceshouldscaleas 1/_ at constant

pressure,whichwouldbeadecreasebyafactorof 0.707asthevelocitydoublesin magnitude.
In addition,theratioof theexperimentalto thescalinglaw estimateof thestand-offdistance
is approximately0.27,which impliesthatthescalinglaw couldbere-writtenas:

(3.7)

with n= 0.27. Thedifferencebetweentheexperimentalandthepredictedstand-offdistance
couldoccurfrom two sources.First,this analysisusesthethermaldiffusivity of air instead

of thethermaldiffusivity of PMMA, andsecondly,theLewis numbermaynotbeequalto
one. At elevatedtemperaturesthethermaldiffusivityof PMMA is approximately0.15times
smallerthanthethermaldiffusivity for air (at 1000K). Secondly,theassumptionthat the
Lewisnumberis onemaynotbecorrect. An approximationof theLewisnumberbasedon

thegascompositionof SeshadriandWilliams(1978)yieldsavalueof 1.4at 1800K. Using
thesenewrelationsn = 0.33,which is 22%largerthanthevaluepreviouslyused(0.27).

Experimentally,theforcedvelocitydid notaffectthelengthof theflamewhich is the

oppositeof thepredictionsof Yang's (1995)quasi-steadymodelwhich predictedthat the
flame length would increaseasthe forcedvelocity increased.This is shownby the fuel
reactionratecontoursin Figure3.6.Yang'smodelpredictsthatthestand-offdistanceatthe
forwardstagnationpoint decreasesastheforcedvelocity increaseswhich is consistentwith

thescalinglaw. The modelalsooverpredictsthe lengthof theflameat oneatmosphere
whencomparedto anexperimentalflameimageatsimilarconditions(Figure3.7). Theover-
predictionof thelengthcouldbecausedbyexclusionof gas-phaseradiationwhichbothJiang
(1996)andBhattacharjeeet al.(1996)haveshownwill decreasethesizeof theflame. Jiang's
modelpredictsthattheflamewill decreasein sizeby a factorof 0.63with the inclusionof

gas-phaseradiation;this predictionwasfor a casewith a tencm/secflow with anoxygen
concentrationof 15%atoneatmosphere.(Nocaseswererunat 21%oxygen.) This would
reducethe predictedflame lengthfrom Yang's model from 10.8to 6.8 cm,which is still
largerthanthemeasuredexperimentallengths.
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(c_s)
P

(atm)
Experimental Stand-off

istance at the t,orwaro

Stagnation Point

(SEXP)
(cm)

6 - (t_/a)°5

(equation 3.3)

(cm)

(n)

5 0.67 0.17 0.73 0.23

10 0.68 0.13 0.52 0.25

10 0.78 0.14 0.49 0.29

20 0.82 0.11 0.34 0.32

Table 3.2

Comparison of experimental and predicted stand-off distances

3.3.2 Effect of Pressure and Solid-Phase Temperature on the Flame

At constant velocity, changes in the gas-phase pressure and solid-phase temperature

affected the flame configuration. The effect of pressure at constant velocity on the visible

flame is shown in Figures 3.8. As discussed previously, variations in the flight trajectory

did not allow for exact matching of the solid-phase centerline temperatures. The cases shown

in Figure 3.8 represent the best matches of solid-phase centerline temperature. The stand-off

distance, visible flame length and width were measured for flames from constant pressure and

constant velocity tests to examine the effect of pressure and solid-phase centerline

temperature (Table 3.3). The accuracy of these measurements is a function of the video

tracking system used. The scale factor in these measurements was approximately 70 pixels

per cm. If the measurements were off by two pixels (one on either side of the flame), the

resulting error in the measurement would be 0.03 cm. The visible flame increased in both

total visible length and width as the pressure decreased and the solid-phase centerline

temperature increased. A schematic illustrating the visible flame length and width is shown

in Figure 3.9. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the relationship between pressure, solid-phase

centerline temperature and the visible flame length and width. In these plots, the data follows

a specific pressure-temperature trajectory that is a function of the experimental procedures.

Although the length and width increased with changes in the pressure and solid-phase

centerline temperature, the aspect ratio (L/W) is nearly constant (Figure 3.12).
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0 ¸
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-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

(A) (B)

U = 0.8 cm/sec U = 10 cm/sec

E
¢..)

3

2

1

0
0 5 cm !o

15 20

(C)
U = 30 cm/sec

Figure 3.6

Effect of velocity on the flame as predicted by Yang's quasi-steady model
(P = 1.0 arm; T(r--0) - 450 K; @ = 0.30)

(contours arc Ix 10 .4 g/cm 3 s - were selected by Yang to simulate the visible flame)
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2.4 cm

(A)
U® = 10 era/see

P = 0.99 aim

T(r=0) = 411K

(5 milli-g Z-axis acceleration)

E
o

2 -_--____
1

, _ .

-2 0 2 4
cm

6 8 10

(B)

Quasi-Steady Prediction (Yang, 1995)

U= = 10 cm/sec

P = 1 aim

T(r=0) = 410 K

Figure 3.7

Comparison of CXl)crinlental and l)re(liclcd flame c<mfiguration
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The increase in the size of the flame is in part due to the increased flame stand-off

distance as shown in Figure (3.13), which occurs as the flame expands outward to maximize

the amount of oxygen entering the reaction zone. The labels next to the data points in the

figure are the solid-phase centerline temperatures. As the centedine temperature increases

the flame stand-off distance increases at a given pressure. An increase in the centerline

temperature from 322 to 368 K (at P = 0.8 atm) increases the stand-off distance by 38%,

which is not accounted for in the scaling law. The error bars in Figure (3.13) represent the

uncertainty in measurement due to the effects of g-jitter (see Section 3.3.3). The experimental

stand-off distance data listed in Table 3.3 scales as (1/xFP--) at constant velocity, which

follows the scaling law presented in Section 3.3.1. The experimental stand-off distances

were compared to values computed using equation (3.3). The average of the ratio (n) is 0.30,

which is closer to the value estimated by the analysis of the Lewis number and the thermal

diffusivity of PMMA discussed in the previous section (0.30). The relationship between the

stand-off distance, pressure, and the solid-phase centerline temperature is shown in Figure

3.14. As in the previous three-dimensional figures, the data follows a specific trajectory in

the pressure - temperature plane due to the experimental procedure.

These measurements were affected by the presence of g-jitter on the aircraft, and there

is some uncertainty in the measurements due to this phenomenon. An important task in

measuring the flame thickness and the stand-off distance was assuring that the measurements

were taken from an image that occurred during periods of positive (but low) g's, as the

acceleration environment on the aircraft could dramatically affect the flame configuration (see

Section 3.3.3).
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(A)

U = 10 cm/sec

P = 0.78 atm

T(r=0) = 322K

(B)

U = 10 cm/sec

P = 0.32 atm

T(r=0) = 338 K

Figure 3.8
Effect of pressure on the visible flame in low-gravity

(all images at - 10 milli-g's)
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c_

Figure 3.9

Schematic of the visible flame length and width

(The glow near the base of the flame is the ignitor wire which is

heated by the flame; the ignitor is not energized)
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P
(atm) T/_))

0.143 480

0.17 420

0.22 534

0.29 510

0.296 420

0.32 338

xpe.rim_entalFlame
and-oftdistanceat

theForward
StagnationPoint

(cm)

0.33 1.13

0.28 1.04

0.20 0.91

0.26

0.18

0.42

0.394 459 0.18

0.403 467 0.15

0.45 441 0.17

0.77 368 0.15

0.78 352 0.13

0.984 326 0.09

6 - 0x/a) °5 (n) Visible Visible

Flame Flame

(equation 3.2) Length width

(cm) (cm) (cm)

0.29 3.84 3.47

0.27 3.20 3.25

0.22 3.64 3.39

0.80 0.33 3.49 3.36

0.79 0.23 3.23 3.26

0.76 0.49 3.60 3.62

0.68 0.27 2.97 3.18

0.67 0.22 3.06 3.00

0.64 0.27 2.92 2.89

0.49 0.31 2.53 2.7

0.48 0.27 2.11 2.69

0.43 0.44 2.39 2.60

Average 0.30

Table 3.3

Effect of pressure and solid-phase centerline temperature on the visible flame at

constant velocity (10 cm/sec)
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Figure 3.10

Effect of pressure and solid-phase centerline temperature on the visible flame

length with U® = 10 cm/s
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Figure 3.11

Effect of pressure and solid-phase centerline temperature on the visible flame

width with U. = 10 cm/s
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o

7

Figure 3.12

Visible flame's aspect ratio as a function of pressure and solid-phase

centerline temperature at constant velocity (10 cm/s)
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Pressure (atm)

Figure 3.13

Effect of pressure on the visible flame stand-off distance at the forward

stagnation point at constant velocity (10 cm/s)

(Data labels are solid-phase centerline temperatures)
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Figure 3.14
Effect of pressureand solid-phasecenterlinetemperatureon the
visible flamestand-off distanceat the forward stagnationpoint at

constantvelocity (10cm/s)

3.3.3 Effect of G-Jitter on theFlames

As shown in figures (2.5), (2.6), and (3.2) there were variations in the z-axis g-level

during the low-gravity portion of the trajectory. In many experiments, the variations were of

the order of _+0.01 g's, however in some experiments, the acceleration level changed by more

than 0.05 g's, with the acceleration level going from positive to negative. The effect of such

a reversal in the g-level is shown in Figure 3.15. During periods of positive-g's, the flame

tips move inward toward each other and in some cases merge to form a closed flame

configuration. During periods of negative-g's, the flame moves away from the cylinder and

the flame tips open-up as shown in the figure. To avoid the effects of large g-fluctuations on

the data, flame measurements were made during times of positive z-axis acceleration,

approximately 10 milli-g's (0.01 g's ).
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(A)

t = 230.6 sec

Positive Z-axis acceleration

U = I0 cndsec

P = 0.48 atm

T(r=0) = 435 K

(B)

t = 232 see

Negative Z-axis acceleration
U = 10 cm/sec

P = 0.48 atm

T(r=0) = 435 K

(c)
Z-axis Acceleration for images (A) and (B)

(ignition occurred at t = 32 seconds in normal gravity)

Figure 3.15

The effect of the Z-axis acceleration level on the flame configuration
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However, even with positive acceleration levels, the g-jitter still effects the flames as shown

by the fluctuations in the stand-off distance for two cases shown in Figure 3.16. As shown

in this figure, the effects of g-jitter on the flame measurements are small in comparison to

the magnitude of the overall measurement. Thus, the trends in the stand-off distance and the

flame size (aspect ratio) presented are unaffected by the presence of g-jitter.

3.4 Flame Extinction Experiments

The second set of experiments conducted on the reduced-gravity aircraft examined

extinction behavior in low-gravity. During low-gravity, both the quench and blow-off

extinction modes were observed. In these experiments, the chamber pressure was reduced,

and the flames were extinguished. In some of these experiments, extinction occurred due to

the reduction in the chamber pressure. In other tests the flames extinguished because of

A

E
,_o 0.20

0.1 9
0)

0.1 8

t_
m 0.1 7
o

0.16
¢,n

°_

•1o 0.1 5

P 0.14
"1o
c

N 0.13
ffl

0.12
t_
IT 0.1 1

0.1 0
.__
>

i _ i i ' _ i • i i i i ,

Pressure = 0.45 atrn

o " •

Pressure = 0.77 atm

Avg = 0.1 5; St. Dev = 0.01

I _ I J I I I , I i 6 I I i I i0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10

Time (sec)

Figure 3.16

Effect of g-jitter on the visible flame stand-off distance during a

period of nominal z-axis acceleration (+0.01 g's) at constant

velocity (10 cm/s)
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changesin the z-axisacceleration. An analysis,which is describedin this section,was
conductedto determinewhich caseswereextinguishedby theg-jitter. Thepressureand

solid-phasetemperatureof the remainingset of experiments(extinctioncausedby the
reductionin pressure)wereplottedto determineanextinctionboundary.

3.4.1 Quenching Extinction

Quenching extinction was observed when the flame tips receded toward the forward

stagnation point and the flame continued to shrink until it extinguished. This mode of

extinction occurred due to radiative energy loss from the flame (Yang, 1995; T'ien, 1986)

Quenching was observed during twelve out of 175 tests in low-gravity. A typical quenching

extinction is shown in Figure 3.17 (A - D) with the flame tips quickly receding toward the

forward stagnation point and then disappearing. The glow in (D) is the ignitor wire which

is heated by the flame.

In these tests, the low-gravity portion of the trajectory started approximately 100

seconds after ignition. Because of this short normal-gravity burning period, the solid-phase

centerline temperature only increased by five to twenty-five degrees prior to entering low-

gravity. The conditions for all of the cases are listed in Table 3.4. In eight of the twelve

cases, the flames may have been extinguished due to negative-g's in the z-axis. (This

phenomenon is described in section 3.4.3.) The cases are indicated with an asterisk in Table

3.4. Quenching extinction was not seen in any case with a centerline temperature above 320

K. This phenomena can be explained using Yang's quasi-steady flammability map shown in

Figure 1.1.

The flammability map shows flammable and non-flammable regions as a function of

the forced velocity and the parameter _ which is defined as the ratio of heat conducted into

the solid-phase to the heat conducted to the solid/gas interface by the gas-phase. To use the

flammability map, the solid-phase centerline temperature is converted to _. This is done

using a plot of the solid-phase centerline temperature and _ versus time which was included

in Yang's thesis (1995). The plot was generated using a transient conduction model in a

cylindrical geometry with a constant surface temperature (700K) and _ was computed using

the gas/solid interface boundary conditions used in the quasi-steady model (See chapter four).

This model did not include any convective heat loss terms and was separate from Yang's

quasi-steady model.
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(A)

t = 0.00 sec
(e)

t = 0.33 sec

(c)
t = 0.37 sec

(D)

t = 0.40 sec
(E)

t = 0.43 sec

Figure 3.17

Quenching extinction in low-gravity

P = 1 atm; UFORCED = 5 cn_s; T(r=0) =306 K;

Z-axis acceleration was on the order of 20 milfi-g's
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ForcedFlow Pressureat Solid-phasecenterline
(cm/sec) extinction temperatureatextinction

(atm) (K)

10 1.0 305

10 1.0 318

10" 1.0 295

10" 0.66 300

10" 0.57 305

7 0.49 306

6* 0.69 295

5 0.91 308

5 0.98 306

2* 1.0 306

1" 0.38 308

0.8" 1.0 298

Tabh 3.4

Summary of quenching extinction cases

(* extinction attributed to g-effects)

Using this conversion tool, centerline temperatures 310 and 320 K corresponded to

equal to 0.48 and 0.42. Yang's quasi-steady model predicted that at a pressure of one

atmospheres with _ = 0.48 the forced velocity required to quench was less than five cm/sec

and for • = 0.42 the velocity had to be two cm/sec or less. At higher centerline temperatures,

the value of • was less than 0.42 and the velocity required to quench was less than two

cm/sec. Based on the quasi-steady theory, quenching extinction did not occur at higher

centerline temperatures because the actual forced velocity was larger than the velocity

required to quench the flame.
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3.4.2 Blow-off Extinction

Blow-off extinction was attributed to cases in which the flame was carried

downstream by the forced flow as shown in Figure 3.18. A t = 0, the cylinder is completely

engulfed by the flame. In the next video frame, t - 0.03 seconds, the flame extinguishes

locally at the forward stagnation point. The flames recede from the stagnation point toward

the rear of the cylinder. At t = 0.13 seconds there is no visible flame. The glow image (D)

is from the ignitor wire that the flame heated.

Experiments were carried out using forced flow velocities of five, ten and twenty

cm/sec. Because of hardware limitations, it was not possible to reduce the chamber pressure

low enough to induce extinction with a forced flow of twenty cm/sec. A total of twenty-five

experiments (Table 3.5) produced apparent blow-off extinctions. Cases that extinguished

either during, or immediately after a period of negative-g are marked in the table. (The

extinction analysis is described in the next section.)

The status of the flame at the forward stagnation point (FSP) was critical to sustained

combustion. In quenching extinction, the FSP was the last point to extinguish. During blow-

off extinction, the FSP was the first portion of the flame to extinguish. When the flames

extinguished locally at the FSP, the remaining portions of the flame quickly followed. This

occurred because the solid at the FSP was heated longer than any other portion of the cylinder

and when the flame extinguished at the FSP the remaining portions of the cylinder were not

hot enough to support the flames. There were no instances in which there was sustained

combustion without a flame at the forward stagnation point. Yang's quasi-steady model

(Figure I. 1) predicted that a flame sustained in the wake would not occur unless the forced

velocity exceeded twenty cm/sec at one atmosphere. The critical nature of the flame status

at the FSP will be used in the numerical modeling discussed in Chapters Four and Five.
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(A) (B)

t = 0 sec t = 0.03 sec

(C) (D)

t = 0.06 sec t = 0.13 sec

Figure 3.18

Blow-off extinction in low-gravity

(P = 0.242 Atm; UFORC_V= 10 cm/sec; T(r=0)= 326K)

Z-Axis acceleration was approximately zero-g ( ±5 milli-g's)
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Forced Flow Velocity Pressure at

(cm/s) Extinction (atm)

10 0.52

10" 0.40

10° O.36

10 0.30

10" 0.27

10 0.26

10 0.24

10 0.25

10 O.25

10*

10

10

10 °

10

10

10°
0

10

Solid-phase Centerline

Temperature at Extinction (K)

327

389

332

302

429

314

326

393

315

0.19 381

0.19 412

0.18 457

0.17 387

O.15 423

O.15 475

O.13 327

O. 13 450

10" 0.11 485

10 0.09 534

5* 0.97 311

5* 0.41 299

0.38 411

0.35 324

0.33 473

0.14 557

°

5*

5*

5*

Table 3.5

Summary of blow-off extinction cases

(* extinction attributed to g-effects)
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3.4.3 Extinction Analysis

As discussed in the previous sections there were many cases in which the flames were

extinguished in low-gravity. However, in some of these cases, the flames were extinguished

by changes in the z-axis acceleration level. A post flight analysis of the video and the

acceleration data from these tests was required to determine if the flames were extinguished

because of changes in the gravitational level. If extinction was induced by a g-phenomenon,

the pressure and solid-phase temperature data were not included in the extinction plot.

For each case with extinction in low-gravity, the z-axis acceleration data was

examined for a change in the sign of the g-level. In many instances, the flames were

extinguished because of a change in the z-axis acceleration from positive-g's to negative-g's.

Although there were fluctuations on the order of ten miUi-g's present in all of the experiments

(g-jitter), these small changes did not extinguish the flame. The flames extinguished if the

g-level became negative for a prolonged period, or if the g-level exceeded -10 milli-g's. In

some instances the flame was visibly disturbed by the negative g's.

In these cases the visible flame thickness at the forward stagnation point quickly

increased and decreased as shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. The flame thickness was

measured using a video tracking workstation at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The red

glow at the bottom of each frame is the ignitor wire which is heated by the flame. The flame

extinguished at 107.5 seconds during an extended period of negative-g. Extinction is

denoted in Figure 3.19 by the rapid reduction in the flame thickness starting at a time index

of 107 seconds. Time zero was at the start of the experiment, just prior to ignition.

Possible explanations for the g-induced extinction behavior were changes in the flow

patterns near the forward stagnation point and changes in the flame during periods of

negative-g's. In situations with positive-g's, the induced buoyant flows near the forward

stagnation point were concurrent with the forced flow. When the local z-axis acceleration

was negative, the induced buoyant flows at the forward stagnation point reversed direction

and the flow in this region behaved as a wake flow. The flows around a heated circular

cylinder in normal gravity have been examined by Ostrach (1964), Saville and Churchill

(1967), and Kuehn and Goldstein (1980). When the g-level reversed, the induced flows near

the forward stagnation point acted in a similar fashion to the induced flows near the cylinder's

wake region in normal gravity. In this case, the flows were directed away from the cylinder

and opposed the forced flow. This would have reduced the transport of oxidizer to the flame

and combustion products away from the flame.
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The effect of the negative-g on the flame can also be explained using the mixed

convective stretch rate (equation 3.2). T'ien (1986) and Foutch and T'ien (1987) predicted

that as the stretch rate was reduced flame temperature would decrease. The decrease in the

flame temperature would reduce the transport of heat to the surface and consequently, reduce

the fuel vaporization rate. The reduction in transport of heat to the surface also occurred due

to the increase in the visible flame stand-off distance during negative-g as shown in Figure

3.19. The reduction in the amount fuel vapor would have reduced the reaction rate and

weakened the flame.
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Figure 3.19

Z-Axis acceleration and flame thickness at the forward stagnation point

prior to negative-g induced extinction
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(A) (B) (C)
t = 98 sec t = 99 sec t = 100 sec

(D) (E) (F)

t - 101 sec t - 105 sec t = 106 sec

(G) (H) (I)

t = 106.67 sec t = 107.5 sec t = 107.56 sec

Figure 3.20

Effect of g-reversal on the visible flame

(the cylinder surface is the dark region above the flame

at the forward stagnation point)
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Thus,thecombinationof theopposingflows,reductionin transportof oxygento the
flame,andthereductionin thefuel vaporizationrateweakenedtheflames.In manycasesthe
flames extinguishedduring the periods of negative-g's. In other casesthe flames

extinguishedimmediatelyafterthetransitionbackto positive-g's. Regardlessof theexact
instanceof extinction,thegravitationaldisturbancesdescribedin thischapterweakenedthe
flamesandinducedextinctionin manyexperiments. In theremainingcaseswith extinction,
theflamesextinguishedbecauseof a reductionin theambientchamberpressuresandthis
datawasusedto determinealow-pressure,low-gextinctionboundary.

3.4.4 Extinction Boundary

The solid-phasecenterlinetemperaturesandchamberpressuresat extinction listed
in Table 3.5 areplottedin Figure 3.21. The symbolsrepresentthe minimum pressure
achievedbefore extinctionor theendof the low-gravityperiod. Theblow-off extinction
casesform a boundaryon theleft sideof the plot. Thescatterin theextinctiondatawas

partiallydueto theinclusionof caseswith g-inducedextinction. Thetemperature-pressure
datawithoutthesecasesis shownin Figure3.22. Differencesin thedurationandmagnitude
of high-gravity,which werenot measured,couldhavecausedtheremainingscatterin the
data. In addition,thetransitionsfrom normalgravityto low-gravityweresimilar in duration
andg-level,but not identical. Thus,themixedconvectivestretchratesor thevalueof • at
theforwardstagnationpointcouldhavevariedduringthisperiod.

Thisextinctiondataasshownin Figure3.22 representsaflammabilityboundaryfor
thismaterialin thisconfiguration. In theseexperiments,thePMMA cylinderssupporteda
flameto theright of theboundary;thePMMA wasignitedat apressureof oneatmosphere
thechamberwasdepressurizeduntil extinctionoccurred.Theextinctiondatapointsin the
figures representtheextinction conditionsfor a particular experiment. No flameswere

observedat conditionsto the left of the extinctiondata. The errorbar on the boundary
representsthescatterin thepressureandthecenterlinetemperaturedata. Theexperimental
resultsindicatedthatahottermaterialrequiresalowerpressureto extinguish.Theeffectof
velocity on this boundaryis shown in Figure 3.23. At five cm/sec,the flameswere
extinguishedat lower pressuresthan casesat l0 cm/sec with similar solid-centerline
temperatures.An extinctionboundaryis not plotted for theextinctiondataat five cm/s

becauseall of theextinctioncaseswereaffectedbyg-jitter. Thisextinctionboundarywill be
usedin examiningtheeffectof thegas-phaseorderof reactionandthesolidemissivityon
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thepredictedlow-pressureextinctionlimit. Yang'squasi-steadymodelwas usedasthebasis
for the computationalstudy,but since themodeldid not includeanytransient effectsit
couldnotbeuseddirectlytoexaminetheeffectsof thedepressurizationprocess.To improve
thebasisfor comparison,Yang'squasi-steadycodewasmodifiedandcoupledto atransient
solid-phasemodel. Thecoupledmodelis describedin thenextchapter.
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Pressure - solid centerline temperature data for forced flow of 10 cm/s
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Chapter 4 Numerical Model

4.1 Introduction

Simulating combustion during depressurization in low-gravity requires a model

that includes transient terms. Yang's model was quasi-steady in nature with _ as a

parameter and therefore it could not fully simulate transient phenomena. To improve

upon this, a model coupling the solid and gas-phases was developed to examine the

depressurization problem. The gas-phase portion of the model was based on Yang's

(1995) gas-phase numerical model. The governing equations, boundary conditions, and

solution algorithm for this model are discussed in this chapter. The code employed by

Yang contained an error in the formulation of the Reynolds number, which invalidated

any reduced pressure results; this error was corrected for the current simulations. The

solid-phase portion of the new model is a transient conductive simulation of the PMMA

cylinder that includes fuel vaporization and solid surface regression. The governing

equations and the verification of the accuracy of the solid-phase model are discussed in

this chapter.

The gas and solid-phase models were coupled together to provide a transient

simulation of the burning process. The initial solid-phase conditions for the simulations,

which are presented in this chapter, were selected to mimic the ignition and flame

propagation stages of the burning process. One set of simulations examined cases

similar to the low-gravity experiments discussed in the previous chapter. A second set

of simulations conducted examined different depressurization scenarios that could not

be conducted on the NASA aircraft. These scenarios examined the effects of the

depressurization rate, the forced velocity, and the pre-depressurization burning time. The

model results are presented in Chapter Six.

4.2 Gas-phase Model

The gas-phase model used was nearly identical to the model employed by Yang

(1995) and unless otherwise noted, the gas-phase model was the work of Yang (1995).

This section is included to provide a complete description of the coupled gas-phase and

solid-phase models. The modifications required to couple the gas-phase model to the

solid-phase model are also discussed in this chapter. A detailed description of the quasi-

steady gas-phase model can be found in Yang (1995) and a detailed description of the

SIMPLER algorithm which was used to solve the transformed gas-phase equations can

be found in Patankar (1980).

4.2.1 Quasi-Steady Approximation

A burning solid PMMA cylinder will never reach steady-state as the cylinder

radius and the solid-phase temperature profile are continuously changing. However, the

gas-phase can be approximated as quasi-steady by examining the characteristic time

scales of both the solid and gas phases. The gas-phase residence time can be estimated
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to beontheorderof onesecondusing(LnamJU®)in whichU®is theforcedflow velocity
(10cm/sec)andLnameis the lengthof theflame(10cm). Thegas-phasediffusiontime
scale(62/_)is approximatelyonesecond(/5is theflamestand-offdistanceandis on the
order of 0.5 cm for a typical flame). The solid-phasethermaldiffusion time scale
(R2/2_Xr,MMA)is approximately350secondsfor a PMMA cylinderwith aradiusof 0.95
cm,which is twoordersof magnitudelargerthanthegas-phasetime scale. (McAdams,
1954).

Theeffect of surfaceregressionon the quasi-steadynatureof thegas-phase
modelwasalsoexamined.Theaverageregressionrateattheforwardstagnationpoint
asmeasuredfrom theexperimentaldatawas2.0x 10-3cm/sec.As acomparison,Ohtani
andAkita (1982) measuredtheregressionratefor burninghorizontalPMMA cylinders
of variousradii. Foracylinderwith aradiusof 0.95cm,theregressionratepredictedby
theirworkwas1.4x 10 .3 cm]sec. Thus, the surface regression is less than 0.002 cm in

one gas-phase time scale (one second). For a cylinder with an initial radius of 0.95 cm,

this was a change of 0.2%. Thus, radius can approximated as a constant for the duration

of a gas-phase time scale and since the solid-phase heat-up process is much slower that

the gas-phase response time, the gas-phase can be approximated as quasi-steady.

4.2.2 Governing equations

The quasi-steady gas-phase model used in this research is from Yang's (1995)

research and is included for completeness. The model solves for the temperature,

chemical species, flow velocities and reaction rates within a two-dimensional grid that

includes the surface of the cylinder. Changes in the axial direction (Z) are neglected as

the model assumes an infinite cylinder. This assumption implies that there are no end

affects or axial gradients. Other assumptions include:

.

2.

3.

.

5.

constant Lewis and Prandtl numbers: 1.0 and 0.7 respectively,

constant heat capacity,

gas-phase thermal conductivity and viscosity are functions

temperature,

a single step overall gas-phase chemical reaction, and

of

pyrolysis at the cylinder surface followed a single-step Arrhenius law.

The governing equations are as follows:

Continuity:

3(pu) + a(pv) _ 0

ax ay
(4.1)

Since it is assumed that no gradients exist in the Z (axial) direction, (d/dz) terms are

dropped from the governing equations. The x-momentum equation is:
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pu-- + pv - + -- --- +
0x 0y 0x 0y 0x) la 0x -_x (4.2)

The y-momentum equation is:

0v 0[(0u0v)]  (0upu-- + pv - + -- + + --- +
Ox Oy Oy -_x la Or _ la 2-ff-_y 3 _x (4.3)

The energy equation is:

pUTx+pVTyc, : COx)+ -_y Oy) ] - Qc_i'e
(4.4)

in which Qc represents the heat of combustion per unit mass of fuel and (_/'r) is the
reaction rate. The conservation equations for the fuel and oxidizer are:

pu-- + pv - pD + pD + N_,F (4.5)
Ox Oy ax ax ) ay )

pu-- + pv - pD + D + _'r (4.6)
Ox c]y Ox Ox ) -_y p Oy )

in which N is the stoichiometric oxidizer/fuel ratio. The fuel reaction rate (I,_F) is
defined in Yang's work as a second order Arrhenius reaction of the form:

(4.7)

In this equation, B denotes a frequency factor and E C is the gas-phase activation energy.

However, an experimental global order of reaction for burning PMMA was unavailable.

Consequently, the order of reaction is examined as part of a parametric study of the

model. The modified reaction rate term includes a factor of (PREF/p)n in the frequency

factor in which the reference pressure is one atmosphere. The reaction is second-order
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whenn= 0 andzerothorderwhenn = 2. Theeffectof theorderof reactionon thelow-
pressureflammabilitylimit is examinedaspartof thisresearch.

Thegoverningequationsareusedto solvefor gas-phasetemperatures,species,
velocities,andreactionratesin adomainthatincludesthesurfaceof thecylinder. Since
thecylinderin this flow field hassymmetry,thecomputationaldomainwasreducedby
solvingonlyonesideof thelineof symmetry. Thecomputationaldomainis 146cm(75
diameters)in theX-directionby 3.8cm (2 diameters)intheY-direction. Thedomain
includes128gridpointsin theX-directionand50 in theY-direction. Thefirst 55node
pointsin theX-directionareupstreamof theforwardstagnationpointof thecylinderand
thelast 51aredownstreamof thecylinder. Thereare21nodepointson thesurfaceof
thecylinder. A reductionin thenodespacingisusedtocapturethesmallspatialchanges
that occurnear the surfaceof the cylinderand the forward stagnationpoint. The
reducedspacingis not usedthroughouttheentiredomainbecausethis would greatly
increasethetime requiredfor computations. A portion of the grid for thephysical
domainis shownin figure4.1.

Boundaryconditionsarespecifiedfor theedgesof thedomainandareshownin
Figure4.2. Theupstreamboundaryconditionsare:

u=U

v =0

T = T (4.8)

YF = O

r"o --0.23

The downstream conditions are:

au
-0

Ox

Ov

ax - o (4.9)

or _ or, _ aro _ o
ax ax ax

Along the upper surface of the domain and along the line of symmetry (at the bottom of

the domain) the boundary conditions are:
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Grid near the cylinder surface for the physical domain
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Figure 4.2

Gas.phase model boundary conditions
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au
-0

ay
v =o

ar oi,, o
Oy ay ay

(4.10)

Along the cylinder surface:

VTangential = 0

rh
Vnormal -

Ps

(4.11)

The burning rate ( rh ) is related to the surface temperature by an Arrhenius law:

rh = b Ps exp (4.12)

in which (b) is a pre-exponential factor, E s is the solid-phase activation energy, and 1_ is

the gas constant. In addition, an energy balance is employed at the solid-surface:

ar I or
On G = (Xs)-0--_n Is + rhL + Qe.AO (4.13)

in which (n) is normal to the surface, (_'s) 0TI is the heat flux into the solid,
an s

(_'G) 0TI is the heat flux from the gas-phase, and L is the heat of vaporization (gas-
an G

phase radiation is neglected). Radiation loss from the solid is assumed to be from a

gray body (emissivity not dependent on wavelength) radiating to a nonparticipating
medium:

Q_D = e F o[Ts - T4] (4.14)
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in which(F) is ageometricshapefactorequalto oneandc is theemissivityof thesolid
surface.Theeffectof theemissivityonthelow-pressureflammabilitylimit isexamined
aspartof theparametricstudy.

The ratio of the solid-phaseheatflux to thegas-phaseheatflux is labeledthe
percentageof thegas-phaseheatflux into thesolid,andis definedas:

OT

O.s)
= (4.15)

0T

(Za)Tn Ic

This term • has also been called the percentage of heat flux into the solid. The portion

of the heat flux not used to heat up the solid is used to vaporize fuel at the surface or is

re-radiated away. Using the energy balance in Equation (4.13), • can also be defined
as:

i_) = 1 -
rh L + Qedo

(_'c,) 07"1 (4.16)
On a

in which (rhL + Q_o)are energy losses from the solid-phase. In Yang's research

was assumed to be a constant along the cylinder surface and was used as a parameter in

a quasi-steady gas-phase model (as a result, the model did not have to solve for the

temperatures in the solid-phase). In this current unsteady model, the transient two-

dimensional solid-phase equation is solved and _ is computed as a function of time and

position (on the surface of the cylinder), and complete coupling between the gas and

solid phases is included.

4.2.3 Solution Algorithm

The gas-phase equations boundary conditions are transformed from the irregular

physical grid (figure 4.1) into a rectangular computational domain with uniform mesh

using the body fitted coordinate transformation technique of Thomas and Middecoff

(1980). This technique was used previously by Yang (1995) and Chen and Weng

(1990). The transformed gas-phase model is then solved using the SIMPLE algorithm

(Patankar, 1980). Depending on the computer system used, the time to reach

convergence for the gas-phase model is one to four hours. The convergence routine

utilizes a fictitious time marching scheme previously used by T'ien et al. (1978) and

T'ien and Garbinski (1993). Convergence occurs when the net mass and energy fluxes

across all the nodes with the domain are all below a critical value, which Yang (1995)
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determinedto be 0.05%.

4.3 Solid-phase Model

For the transient simulations, the modified quasi-steady gas-phase model is

coupled to a transient solid-phase model, written for this research. The solid-phase is

modeled using a transient, two-dimensional conduction model that includes surface

regression effects with the assumption that a cylindrical shape is retained during

combustion. Properties of the material, such as specific heat and density are treated as

constant for this analysis; thermal diffusivity is also treated as a constant. Property

values for PMMA are obtained from the Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of
Pure Chemicals (1994).

4.3.1 Governing Equations

The basis for the solid-phase model is the cylindrical heat conduction equation:

dZ (02T 10T 1 _T)- t_ + + (4.17)
8t ar 2 r 8r r 2 a0 2)

To include the reduction of the cylinder radius caused by the burning of the solid, the
following coordinate transformations are introduced:

r

R

i- t
17

__ T

TReF

(4.18)

R 2

in which z -- -- and the cylinder radius (R) depends on time. This transformation was
tt

used by Ablow and Wise (1957) in examining the role of convective and conductive heat

transfer on a burning droplet.

equation (4.17):

a

dr

a

ot

These terms are used to evaluate the derivatives in

1 0

R O?

-_g 0 1 0
-- ÷ ----

R O_ "_ Oi

(4.19)
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Thesurfaceregressionrate(/_) follows anArrheniuslaw formulation:

/_ =bexp/-Es]

trots)
(4.20)

in which E s is the solid-phase activation energy and 1_ is the gas constant. This equation

is derived from the mass loss expression in equation 4.12. During a simulation, the

cylinder surface temperature varies and consequently the regression rate varies along the

surface. If the regression rates vary along the surface of the cylinder during the

simulations, the domain will gradually lose cylindrical geometry. Instead, the solid is

simulated using a quasi-cylindrical approximation in which the regression rate for the

cylinder at any given time step was taken as the average of the regression rates at each

surface node. During the experiments, the cylinder was engulfed by the flame which

covered approximately 75% of the cylinder's surface. It was assumed that the surface

temperature did not vary significantly over this portion of the cylinder's surface. If the

surface temperature is constant, then the regression rate is also constant. Consequently,

the variation in the regression rate with 0 is small. The limitation to this approach

occurs over long time periods in which the total regression at the FSP would be much

larger than the regression at the rear of the cylinder.

Substituting the derivative terms from equation (4.19) into the conduction

equation yields the transformed governing equation:

a T _ # "_ a I' OZT 1 aT' 1 a27 '
- + + (4.21)

oi R aF a_ 2 rar 7 2 a 0 2

The transformation of the conduction equation provides both conductive and convective

terms in the goveming equation. The convective term occurs due to surface regression.

The convective terms are compared with the conductive terms to determine the dominant
heat transfer mechanism. The ratio:

Convection _ I_ r. g r

Conduction R a
(4.22)

is commonly known as the Peclet number (Pe). If Pe >> 1 the heating of the cylinder

is limited to the surface layer, while ifPe <<1, the cylinder is heated by conduction. In

the present case, the Peclet number is of order unity, so the convective effects (surface

regression) cannot be neglected.
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4.3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions

The solid-phase transient model requires both initial and boundary conditions.

In both the verification tests and the simulations the initial temperatures within the
cylinder are set to:

T(r,O,t=O) = 300K (4.23)

This temperature is selected as it is representative of the initial experimental temperature

of the PMMA cylinders. The model also requires two boundary conditions for the (0)

component. Since the cylinder has a line of symmetry, the computational domain is

composed of one half of the cylinder as shown in figure 4.1. The angular boundary
conditions are:

0 =0 0 = 180
(4.24)

and they are used in both the model verification and the simulations. The solid-phase

model required the surface temperature as a boundary condition. Different surface

temperature profiles were used for the model verification and the simulations and will

be presented in later sections.

4.3.3 Numerical Scheme

An ADI (Alternate Direction Implicit) scheme is employed in solving equation
(4.21) in the solid. This method is an implicit, finite difference routine that solved for

the solution to the governing equation over the entire computational domain at the given

time step. The ADI method is selected as there were no stability restrictions placed on

either the time step or the grid size. However, there are stability restrictions placed on

the model by the explicit formulation used to solve for the center temperature.

The ADI method required that the governing equations be discretized into a set

of equations for each coordinate in the model. Hence, the equations are discretized into

two forms: implicit in (r) and implicit in (0). A system of equations is created when

these equations are written for each location within the domain. The matrix formed in

this process has three diagonals with non-zero values and is solved using a tridiagonal

matrix solver. The numerical procedure for each time step is as follows:

(1) The coefficients of the (r) implicit matrix are computed from the

discretized governing equations and the boundary conditions and the

temperature data at the current time step.

(2) The temperatures at the new time step are computed via the matrix
solver.
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(3) Thecoefficientsof the(0) implicitmatrixarecomputedfrom theupdated
temperaturedataandthesolutionto theseequationsis T(r,0) atthenew
timestep.

Sincethis procedurerequiredtwo computationalstepsto completeonetime step,the
time stepfor eachcomputationalstep wassetto At/2. The selection of the time step

(At) is linked to the node spacing within the computational grid because the center

temperature is computed using an explicit form of the conduction equation.

The physical domain is modeled using a matrix of 400 nodes; there are 19

uniformly spaced arcs (radial nodes) with 21 nodes each and the center node. (Figure

4.3) The number of nodes in the 0 direction is selected to match the gas-phase model

which has 21 uniformly spaced nodes along the cylinder surface. The angular node

spacing is nine degrees. The initial dimensional radial spacing is 0.0005 meters and the

ratio Ar / RLNrrIALis 0.052 A larger number of radial nodes could have been used,

however, this would have reduced the time step due to stability requirements on equation

(4.21). The explicit computational scheme depends on the temperatures of the nodes

adjacent to the center node at the current time step. Explicit numerical schemes satisfy

a stability criterion to obtain the correct solution. The criterion for a two-dimensional

0

0 =0 ° (FSP) 0 = 180 °

r

Figure 4.3

Solid-phase computational grid
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cylindricalgrid is:

At

Ar 2 + r2A0 2
(4.25)

in which Ar and A0 are the radial and angular spacing and o is the Fourier number which

cannot exceed 0.5 for a stable solution. (White, 1988; Jaluria and Torrance, 1986) This

limited the time step for the model to one second or less for a radius of 0.95 cm. As the

cylinder's diameter is reduced due to surface regression, the node spacing is reduced.

This reduces the maximum allowable time step for a stability solution. The time step

used is 0.2 seconds which is below the stability limit; the time step for each

computational step is 0.1 seconds. A complete program listing is included in Appendix
E.

4.3.4 Verification of the Solid-Phase Model

The accuracy and behavior of the solid-phase model are tested by comparing

computed temperatures to an analytic solution for a solid cylinder with an instantaneous

step change in the surface temperature. The analytic solution to this problem is a Bessel

function series (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). The dimensional initial and boundary

conditions for both the numerical and the analytical models are set to:

T(r,0, t=0) : 300K

T(r=R,O,t>O) = 700K

The surface regression term is set at zero for this verification test as the comparison is

with a pure conduction problem. The non-dimensional numerical temperature

distribution as a function of radial position and time is compared to the analytic profiles

in Figure 4.4. The numerical profiles are labeled with a non-dimensional time for

comparison with the analytic profiles. The centerline temperature profiles for the

analytic solution and the numerical simulation are plotted in Figure 4.5. With no

regression, the solid-phase model behaved as predicted by the analytical solution.

4.4 Coupling of the Solid-phase and the Gas-phase Models

The coupling of the gas-phase and solid-phase models enabled the simulation of

a transient burning process. This section describes the simulation process and the initial

conditions for the simulations. This section also describes the cylinder temperature

profiles and the flame prior to depressurization. The model results are presented in

Chapter Six.
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4.4.1 Summary of the Simulation Process

The simulation started with the solid-phase model mimicking ignition and flame

spread on the PMMA cylinder as shown in the process schematic (Figure 4.6). The

solid-phase model simulates the ignition and flame spread to generate temperature

profiles within the solid comparable to the experimental cases. The details of this

process are discussed in the next section. The solid-phase marches forward in time until

_FSP reaches 0.4. (One case with _FSP = 0.5 is simulated.) The parameter _ is selected

as it represents a measure of the flammability of the solid. A large value of • indicates

that a large portion of the energy conducted to the solid-phase is being used to heat up

the solid instead of vaporizing the solid or being radiated away. This would occur in

situations near ignition in which the solid is not heavily heated by the flame, such as

• _p = 0.4. The value of • at the forward stagnation point is used because the

experimental results indicated that this location is the most flammable on the cylinder.

There were two types of simulations. In the first, after reaching a _FsP of 0.4

with the solid-phase model, the coupled model is used to simulate combustion during

depressurization. In these cases, the simulations continue until the flame extinguishes.

In the second set of cases, the solid-phase continues to be heated by the flame at a

constant pressure (one atmosphere) and constant velocity (five cm/s) which allows _Fse

to decrease. The values of • = 0.3, and 0.1 are selected as representative of a

reasonable extended burn duration. (_ = 0.3 corresponds to a centerline temperature of

450K, while • = 0.1 corresponds to a centerline temperature of 510 K.) After reaching

the pre-determined value of _FSP, the coupled model is used to simulate burning during

depressurization. As in the previous set, the simulations are allowed to run until the

flame extinguishes. The selection of four cases, _esP = 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.1, allows the

model to predict the effect of depressurization on flames with varied solid-phase heating
histories.

4.4.2 Simulation of the Initial Solid Temperature Distribution

The transient process of ignition and flame spread over the cylinder could not be

simulated by the quasi-steady gas-phase model so this process is simulated by the

transient solid-phase model. The initial solid-phase temperature at all interior nodes is

set at 300 K, which approximates the initial experimental solid-phase temperatures prior

to ignition. The surface boundary conditions for the solid-phase model are selected to

mimic two distinct phases: ignition and flame spread. (See Figure 3.1) During the

ignition phase the flame exists only near the forward stagnation point which would have

been accompanied by a sharp increase in surface temperature near the forward stagnation

point. At this stage of burning, the flame (at the forward stagnation point) has little

effect on the surface temperature of most of the cylinder. During the flame growth stage

the flame spreads along the circumference of the cylinder until it reaches the wake

region. Furthermore, the flame is not cylindrically symmetric, so, the surface

temperature depends on location (theta) and time. During the final stage, quasi-steady
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burning, the flame is established over the entire surface of the cylinder. The boundary

conditions (surface temperature as a function of 0) used to approximate this process

(figure 4.7) are determined by observation of the experimental ignition and flame spread

process as shown in Figure 3.1.

The ignition phase starts at time equal to zero seconds and lasts for 15 seconds.

The flame starts to propagate toward the rear of the cylinder at approximately t = 15

seconds; this marks the beginning of the flame growth stage which lasts until

approximately t = 50 seconds. The period of quasi-steady burning starts after t = 50

seconds. The surface temperature profiles in the plot are only approximations of the

actual surface temperatures. In reality, there would have been a gradual decrease in the

temperature, instead of the sharp drop-off in the temperatures as shown in the figure.

The predicted solid-phase temperatures for _FsP = 0.4 using these boundary conditions

are shown in Figures 4.8 - 4.10. Temperature contours for the cylinder are shown in

Figure 4.8. The isotherms are from the interior nodes and do not include the cylinder
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Surface boundary conditions mimicking ignition and flame spread
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surface. The coolest region within the cylinder is in 'downstream' direction from the

center due since the front region of the cylinder was heated longer than the rear portion

of the cylinder due to the ignition and flame propagation simulation. Temperature

profiles from three different angular positions are shown in Figure 4.9. The temperature

along the line 0 = 180 ° next to the center node are slightly higher than at nodes further

from the center due to heating from the front portion of the cylinder. These figures also

show that the center temperature is almost unchanged by the initial heating of the

cylinder, which is consistent with the thermal penetration time for a cylinder of this radius

(350 seconds) since ignition and flame spread occur in less than 60 seconds. The

numerical centerline data is compared to a set of low-gravity experimental centerline

temperature profiles in Figure 4.10. The centerline temperature from the experimental

data varies as the final pressure was different in each case. The differences between the
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losses in the experiment that were not included in the solid-phase model. This plot also

includes values of _zsP which were computed by the solid-phase model using equations

(4.13) through (4.15) which are used by both the gas-phase and the solid-phase models.

The gas-phase model uses the energy balance as a boundary condition at the gas/solid

interface and the solid-phase model uses the energy balance to compute _(0) as shown

in Figure 4.11. The rise in _ after 0 = 110 ° is caused by the reduced heating of the

solid at the rear of the cylinder during the flame spread process. One of the terms in the

energy balance is the surface radiation term which is a function of the solid emissivity.

Since the exact value of the surface emissivity at elevated temperatures is uncertain, a

sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine the effect of the surface emissivity on _.

An emissivity of 0.7 is selected based on the results analysis, which are presented in
detail in Appendix D.
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4.4.3 The Coupled Model Simulation Process

As described previously, there are two different simulations procedures (Figure

4.12). The first is for cases in which depressurization starts when ff)_p is equal to 0.4

( or 0.5). The values of _(0) are passed from the solid-phase model to the gas-phase

model. In the first gas-phase run the pressure is set at one atmosphere and the forced

flow velocity at five cm/sec which represents a nominal environmental condition on

board an orbiting spacecraft as described in Chapter One and in Appendix A. The gas-

phase solves for the converged solution to the current parameters. The converged

solution from the gas-phase model includes velocity, temperature, and the fuel reaction

rates which are used to generate reaction rate contours which can provide a method of

visualizing the flame. Contours generated from the converged gas-phase solution (P= 1

arm, U = 5 cm/sec and _sP = 0.4) are shown in Figure 4.13. The temperature data from

the converged gas-phase solution is passed to the solid-phase model which marches

forward in time and passed the new values of _(0) to the gas-phase model. The time

period that the solid-phase marches for is discussed later in this chapter. The velocity

and the pressure are then updated for depressurization conditions (see Chapter Five).

This process continues as long as the gas-phase solution predicts a flame as shown in the

flowchart (Figure 4.12). In the second set of cases, the value of _FSp is reduced by

simulating constant pressure burning using the coupled model. Once the desired value

of _FsP is reached, the coupled model is then used to simulate burning during

depressurization as described previously.

Five different computer systems were used for the simulations: a Digital

Equipment Corporation Alpha workstation (Case Western Reserve University), a

CONVEX mini-supercomputer (NASA Lewis Research Center), two SUN SPARC 10

workstation (NASA Lewis Research Center), and a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation

(NASA Lewis Research Center). Depending on the computer system, a single pass

through the loop in the flowchart required a minimum of one to four hours, which was

mainly for the gas-phase calculations. If there was a heavy computat!onal load on the

systems, a single pass though the loop required as many as eight hours. A complete

depressurization simulation (ignition through extinction) occurred in as few as nine

loops, and in as many as twenty.

4.4.4 Time Stepping Procedures

Two separate procedures were used at the start of the simulation. The first was

used for the cases that simulated combustion during the depressurization in low-gravity.

In these cases the solid-phase model marched forward in time for a period that was

determined by comparing the solid thermal penetration time (350 seconds) and the gas-

phase depressurization time. In the cases to be examined the solid-phase time scale (350

sec) was the same order of magnitude, or larger, than the depressurization times (600
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secondsfrom 1.0to 0.3atm). Becauseof this thesolid-phasemarchedforwardin atime
periodequalto:

tp

1--0 (4.27)

in which te is the characteristic time for depressurization. In the second set of cases, the

simulation was of the material buming in low-gravity at constant pressure and velocity

in order to decrease _p from 0.4 to 0.1, which is equivalent to an increased heating of

the cylinder. As discussed previously,'_Fsp = 0.1 represents a more flammable

condition which occurred through a longer heating period. In these cases the solid-phase

code marched forward in time until _FsP changed by 0.03 which provided ten gas/solid
steps.

When the solid-phase computed the cylinder temperatures at the new time the

values of _(0) were sent to the gas-phase model. In cases of depressurization the

pressure condition in the gas-phase model was updated for the current time. When _,,

reached 0.1 in the simulation of the extended pre-depressurization burning cases, the

simulation process continued with two changes. The first was that the solid-phase

marched forward in time as described above for the depressurization cases and secondly,

the pressure was updated each time the gas-phase model was run to account for the

decrease in pressure.

4.5 Transformation of Experimental Solid Centerline Temperature data to _rsP

The flammability map presented in Figure 3.23 is specific for a PMMA cylinder

with a 0.95 cm diameter because of the nature of the centerline temperature

measurement. A more general flammability map would include a surface parameter,

such as _. The measured solid-phase centerline temperature is converted to • using the

solid-phase model, which can predict the value of tbes F, at the forward stagnation point

as shown in the previous section. The transformation of the experimental data (Figure

4.14) was possible as there was a one-to-one relationship between the computed values

of _Fs,, and the centerline temperature. The relationship between the predicted values

of _FSP and the centerline temperature was used with the experimental centerline

temperature data to assign corresponding values of _Fsp for the experiments.

However, a limitation of this transformation is that the solid-phase model over

predicts the centerline temperature, which introduces uncertainty into the assigned values

of _PsP. This temperature difference was determined by comparing the numerical and

experimental centerline temperatures (Figure 4.10). The lower set of experimental data

in Figure 4.10 was used to determine the error bar for _vsP. At any given time, the

maximum centerline temperature was given by the model and the minimum temperature
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fromtheexperimentaldata.Thesetwo temperatureswerethenconvertedto _esp. Since

the numerical temperature represents a maximum possible temperature (the model over

predicted the centerline temperature- see Figure 4.10) it also represents a minimum

possible value of ¢I)FsP .
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Chapter 5 Simulation Parameters

5.1 Introduction

The goal of this research is to examine the effect of reduced pressure and the

depressurization process on a flame in low-gravity. Initial simulations examined

conditions similar to the low-gravity experiments, and a second set examined a range of

parameters that could not be examined experimentally. These simulations included

depressurization times longer than the entire period of low-gravity available on the

NASA aircraft that corresponded to the proposed space station depressurization scenario

(Appendix A). The simulations also examined forced flow at velocities higher than

could be obtained using the existing hardware and longer pre-depressurization burning
times.

5.2 Pre-Depressurization Conditions within the Gas and Solid Phases

As discussed previously, the value of _FSP is a measure of the flammability of

the cylinder. Four values of _Fs_, (0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.1) were selected as the solid-phase

conditions at the start of the depressurization. The centerline temperature at _FSP = 0.4

is similar to some experimental cases, which will allow comparison of the predicted and

observed flame behaviors. Numerical cases with a _FSr, -- 0.3 and 0.1 simulate a longer

pre-burning period at a constant pressure before the start of a depressurization. As

described in the previous chapter, this was accomplished by running the coupled model

a constant pressure (1 Atm) and velocity (five cm/sec). The prolonged period of burning

before depressurization affected both the solid and the gas phases as shown in the

following comparison of the cases with _Fsv = 0.4 and 0.1.

The distribution of _(0), the surface temperature and the mass burning rate at

the surface for the cases of _FSP = 0.4 and 0.1 are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2(A) and

(B). The rise in the value of • (in the case with _FSP = 0.4) at surface locations with

0 > 110 degrees is due to the reduced level of heating the rear of the cylinder received

during the flame propagation stage as described in the last chapter. In Figure 5.1

decreases as the cylinder is heated by the gas-phase. The value of • at the rear of the

cylinder decreases even more as the solid is heated by conduction from the gas-phase and

from within the solid. The total fuel mass flow (from the cylinder) increases as the value

of _Fse decreases because of the heating of the cylinder surface (Figure 5.2(C)). At

(I)Fs e --" 0.1, the total mass flow is 1.67 times larger than at _FSP = 0.4. Solid-phase

temperature contours and profiles are shown in Figures 5.3(A) and 5.3(B) for the

different conditions at the start of depressurization. At _es_, = 0.1 the temperature within

the solid is more uniformly distributed and regions near the surface are close to the

vaporization temperature which reduces the heat flux required from the flame to heat the

solid. These figures also show that the front of the cylinder is hotter than other regions

of the cylinder, which makes the region upstream of the forward stagnation point more

flammable than other regions around the cylinder.
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Thedecrease_zsE,alsoaffectsthegas-phaseasshownin Figures5.4through5.7.
Fuel reactionratecontours(Figure5.4 and5.5) illustratedifferencesin thepredicted
flameshape,andthethicknessandstand-offdistanceneartheforwardstagnationpoint
betweenthetwoconditions. At _s_,= 0.1theflameis longerthanat _s_,= 0.4dueto
theincreasein themassof fuel vaporgeneratedby thecylinder (Figure5.2(C)). The
increasein thepredictedfuel reactionratecontoursareawasmeasuredusingthevideo
trackingworkstationatNASA Lewis. Thearea of the lxl0 s g/cm3s fuel reaction rate

contours (Figure 5.4) increases by a factor of 1.77 which is consistent with the increase

in the total mass flow of fuel from the cylinder. As the value of _FsP decreases, the

predicted flame thickness and stand-off distance increase (Figure 5.5). In the predicted

data, the flame thickness is defined as the width of a fuel reaction rate contour and the

stand-off distance is the distance from the surface of the cylinder to the middle of the

selected fuel reaction rate contour. (As mentioned in Chapter Four, the jaggedness of

the reaction rate contours upstream of the cylinder is due to the grid spacing.) The

increase in the predicted stand-off distance occurs at lower values of • because the flame
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depressurization (cbFsP = 0.4 and 0.1)

enlarges to increase the oxygen flux into the reaction zone to balance the increase in the

fuel mass flow from the cylinder. (Figures 5.2(B) and (C)). The increase in the

generation of the fuel vapor increases the fuel mass fractions in the gas-phase near the

cylinder which then extend further away from the cylinder in the case of _, = 0.1.

(Figure 5.6) Non-dimensional gas-phase temperature contours around the cylinder are

shown in Figure 5.7(A) and (B). As _ (0) decreases, the gas-phase temperature

increases because of the increase in the area of the reaction zone, which is caused by the

increase of the fuel mass flow from the cylinder. Table 5.1 summarizes the differences
between the two conditions.
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(_)FSP T(r=O)

(K)

Flame

Thickness

(cm)

Stand-off

distance

(cm)

Maximum gas-

phase temperature

(K)

0.4 326 0.50 0.72 2103

0.1 595 0.92 1.02 2392

Table 5.1

Summary of predicted differences between cases with (I)Fs P -" 0.4 and 0.1
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5.3 Depressurization Rates

Three depressurization times were selected for the simulations. The first was the

NASA space station venting profile that requires the affected module be vented from

one atmosphere to 0.3 atmospheres in a maximum period of 600 seconds. (System

Specification for the International Space Station Alpha, 1994). A second

depressurization time of sixty seconds was selected to mimic the depressurization rate

used in the experiments. A third depressurization time (100 seconds) was selected as

an intermediate rate. The depressurization times all refer to the time required to reduce

the pressure from 1.0 to 0.3 atmospheres.

During venting on the space station the exit flow would be choked so the velocity

at the nozzle exit would be at the speed of sound. If the flow out of the module is

modeled as an isentropic converging nozzle, the transient pressure reduction within the

module follows an exponential profile given by:

P = PmmAL e-[_t (5.1)

with PINITIAL equal to one atmosphere and 13 in units of (sec) -l. For cases with

depressurization times of 600 seconds, [3 is equal to 0.002 (sec l ) and a depressurization

time of sixty seconds yields 13equal to 0.02 (sec_). Though the experiments did not

expressly follow an exponential pressure decay, this rate provides a qualitative prediction

of the experimental pressure as shown in Figure 5.8.

5.4 Induced Velocities for the Space Station Depressurization Simulations

The flow used in the space station depressurization simulations was selected to

represent the induced flows within an idealized module during venting. A mass balance

including an accumulation term was written for a space station module. Substituting in

the ideal gas law yields:

dm VMoovt.e dP

dt R MW T dt
th ovr (5.2)

The pressure gradient term is given by equation (5.1). For any arbitrary control volume
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Figure 5.8

Comparison of experimentally observed and numerically

predicted pressure during depressurization

(simulated rate: 13= 0.02 1/sec)

within the module, as shown in Figure 5.9, the mass balance is:

dmcv

dt
- IhlNFLOW - rhOUTFLO W (5.3)

which can be expanded into:

dmcv Vcv dP . VMOOULe dP

dt N MW T dt m1NFt'°w + N MW T dt (5.4)

The mass flow rate into the control volume is U_rDUCEDP AMODULE. Using Equation 5.4
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Location of arbitrary control volume within an idealized space
station module

and the expanded form of the mass inflow to solve for the incoming (or induced) velocity
yields:

V, ovc o - -13 ( Vcv - VMoovL )
AMODUL E (5.5)

The area and volume of a space station module are given in Appendix A. Because of the

exponential pressure decay, the induced velocity is not transient; it is a function of the

module volume and cross-sectional area, the location within the module and the constant

[3. Table 5.2 lists the induced velocities as a function of position and venting rate.

The velocities selected for the depressurization simulations are: 1, 2.5, 5, 8, 10,

15 and 20 cm/sec. Using this range of velocities, the simulations effectively examined

different locations within a module. (In the simulations the initial velocity (at one

atmosphere) is five cm/s and the velocity is changed to the depressurization conditions

as the pressure is reduced.) The experimental conditions were 5, 10, and 20 cm/sec, but

due to hardware limitations, the low-pressure limit was not reached at 20 crn/sec.

Twenty cm/sec is not explicitly listed in the possible velocities induced by

depressurization, however, it is possible that flows of this velocity could occur near the

vent port or at locations with flow obstructions such as electronics racks. The

idealized module is assumed to be at a uniform pressure at any instant during the

depressurization process because the change in the pressure required to generate a flow
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velocityof twentycm/s(themaximumin this study)is lessthan2 x 10-7atm.

Dgstance from Vent

Port

(m)

1.0

3.5

6.0

Depressurization time

(from 1.0 to 0.3 atm)

(sec)

Induced Velocity

(cm/s)

600 1.2

100 7.4

60 12.4

600 0.7

100 4.4

6O 7.4

600 0.24

100 1.4

6O 2.4

Table 5.2

Summary of induced flows within an idealized space station module

5.5 Selected Simulations

From the parameters discussed in the previous sections, thirty-one cases were

selected for simulation (Table 5.3). In addition to _rsr, = 0.4 and 0.1, cases were

simulated with a pre-depressurization _FsP = 0.5 and 0.3 for comparison to the

experimental data. (The values of _sp = 0.5 through 0.3 correspond to the range of

centerline temperatures examined in the low-g experiments.) The additional condition

(_zsP = 0.3) was obtained with the same process used to predict the condition of _Fsp =

0.1. The depressurization time of 600 seconds corresponds to the maximum time

allowed for decreasing the pressure in a space station module from 1.0 to 0.3 atm. The

results from these cases are presented in Chapter Six. Although not presented in this

table, a series of simulations was conducted to examine the sensitivity of the model to

the surface emissivity and the order of reaction within the gas-phase. The details of this

analysis are listed in Appendix D.
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UINDUCED

(cm/sec)

Depressurization time (Ate)

(sec)

60

1 100

1 600

2.5

2.5

2.5

5

5

5

10

10

60

60

100

60

100

600

60

600

60

60

100

600

60

60

10 100

10 600

10

10

60

60

10 600

15 60

15 60

15 100

20

20

20

20

20

2O

60

100

600

60

6O

600

Table 5.3

Numerical case summary

Pre-depressurization

(I)FS P

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

Simulation

(Case #)

19

20

21

22

23

24

1

2

3

4

5

25

26

27

28

6

7

0.4 8

0.4 9

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.1

0.1

10

11

12

29

30

31

13

14

15

16

17
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Chapter 6 Numerical Results

6.1 Introduction

The numerical model presented in this work predicts the extinction behavior of

a diffusion flame over a PMMA cylinder at reduced pressure in zero-gravity. The cases

and parameters for the simulations are presented in the previous chapter. The first set of

simulations conducted (Cases l, 4, 6, 7 and 10 in Table 5.3) are similar to the conditions

of the low-gravity experiments conducted on the NASA reduced-gravity aircraft. The

simulations examine the effects of the depressurization on the flame and extinction

behavior, both of which are compared with the experimental results. A second set of

simulations examine depressurization rates and flow rates that could not be obtained

experimentally, which include conditions similar to the proposed space station venting

scenario.

6.2 Simulation of Low-gravity Experiments

These simulations examine a set of parameters similar to the conditions used

during low-gravity experiments conducted on the NASA reduced-gravity aircraft. The

forced velocities are five and ten cm/sec and the time required to decrease the pressure

from 1.0 to 0.3 atm is sixty seconds. The next two sections discuss the predicted effects

of the depressurization on the flame, extinction behavior and the low-pressure extinction

limit. The solid emissivity and the gas-phase order of reaction used are 0.7 and second

order respectively. These values are selected as the result of a sensitivity analysis that

is discussed in Appendix D.

6.2.1 Effect of Depressurization on the Flame (Quenching Extinction)

In this simulation (case 7), the depressurization is starts at _FSP = 0.4 at one

atmosphere and the venting process continues until the model predicts extinction. The

data from this simulation are listed in Table 6.1. The pressure profile for the cases (1)

and (4) (UFoRCED -" 5 cnl/sec) and cases (6), (7) and (10) (UFoRCED = 10 cm/sec), is

shown in Figure 6.1. As depressurization starts the reaction rate contours increases in

size as the velocity increases from five to ten cm/sec. (Figure 6.2). The initial velocity

for all of the simulations at one atmosphere is five cm/sec. (The contours are selected

to provide a representation of the flame's size and shape.) During the Skylab

experiments the flame also intensified, but the difference is that the initial environment

was quiescent and then the chamber was vented. (Kimzey, 1984). During

depressurization the predicted fuel reaction rate contours decrease in length, but the

stand-off distance at the forward stagnation point increases (Figure 6.3(A) and 6.3(B)).

Images (A) - (F) in Figures 6.3(A) -6.5 all correspond to the same conditions; these

conditions are labeled in Table 6.1. The maximum fuel reaction rate decreases during

the depressurization process which is expected as the fuel reaction rate (equation 4.7)

is a function of pressure squared. Since the model used a second order reaction, the
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reactionratedropsoff quadratically with pressure.

The flame length, as measured by an arbitrary fuel reaction rate contour,

decreases with decreasing pressure, which is opposite from the trend seen in the

experimentally measured visible flame length. As discussed previously, the model does

not include gas-phase radiation, which would decrease the length of the flame at a given

pressure. However, the inclusion of gas-phase radiation would not reverse the predicted

trend in the flame length as recent numerical research published by Bhattacharjee, et al

(1996) indicates that with radiation, the flame size should decrease with decreasing
pressure. Possible causes for the discrepancy include the use of the thermal and mass

diffusivities for air instead of for the fuel vapor (Lewis number) and the size of the

computational domain. In addition, the computational domain in the Y-direction is only
3.8 cm wide (four times the cylinder radius), which could cause the flow to accelerate to

meet the required boundary conditions (v -- 0 along the top boundary in the domain.)

The predicted gas-phase temperature contours are shown in Figure 6.4. As the

pressure was reduced the maximum flame temperature decreases and moves away from

the surface of the cylinder. Just prior to extinction (F) the region of maximum gas-phase

temperature radically decreases in size. The extinction process is described in the next

section. The model predicts that the interior of the solid is heated throughout the

depressurization process (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). Image (A) in Figure 6.5 is at the start

of depressurization and (F) is just prior to extinction. The front portion of the cylinder

is hotter than the rest of the cylinder because of the initial heating during the ignition and
flame propagation stages of the simulation.

The predicted stand-off distance at the forward stagnation point is shown in

Figure 6.7 as a function of pressure and _FSP. The stand-off distance is measured using
the maximum fuel reaction rate contour. The predicted data has the same trend as the

experimentally measured stand-off distance. The numerical predictions for the stand-

off distance were multiplied by a of factor (0.3) determined as part of the analysis of the

experimental data, which yields qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The

depressurization process also effects the flame width (Figure 6.8). As the pressure
decreases both the experimental and numerical flame widths increased. The numerical

flame width is measured as the height from the centerline of the domain to the maximum

height of the fuel reaction rate contour with a value of lx 10 .5 g/cm3s, which is selected

as it did not vanish during the depressurization process.

The solid-phase surface temperatures decrease during the depressurization

process (Figures 6.9). This is due to the decreased heat feed-back to the solid, which is

caused in part by the increased stand-off distance. As a consequence of the reduction in

the surface temperature, the fuel vaporization rate and the total fuel mass flow from the

cylinder decrease during depressurization (Figures 6.10(A) and 6.19(B)). The location

of minimum solid-phase temperature is closer to the rear of the cylinder because of the

initial heating of the forward region of the cylinder received during the ignition and flame

growth portions of the simulation. At extinction, the cylinder radius is 0.9505 cm,
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which is 99%of theoriginal radius.
Extinction occursastheflame(fuel reactionratecontours)shrink towardsthe

forwardstagnationpointandeventuallydisappears(Figure6.11). Images(A) and(F) are
convergedgas-phasesolutionsandimages(B) - (E) areintermediategas-phasesteps.
Thecontoursin image(A) arethecontoursin image(F) in Figure6.3(A). Theability
to usetheintermediatestepsfromthegas-phasemodelasrepresentationsof atransient
processispossiblebecausetheconvergenceroutineusesafictitioustimemarchingterm
as describedin ChapterFour. The gas-phasetemperaturecontoursalso show a
shrinkingof themaximumtemperatureregiontowardstheforwardstagnationpoint of
thecylinder.(Figure6.12) As in thepreviousfigure,images(A) and(F) areconverged
solutionsandimages(B) - (E) areintermediategas-phasesteps.
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Pressure profile for simulation cases 1, 4, 6,7 and 10
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Figure 6.2

Predicted intensification of the fuel reaction contours at the start of

depressurization (case 7)

(Contour units: g]cm3s)
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Figure 6.3(A)

Predicted fuel reaction rate contours during depressurization

with U= = 10 cm/s

(Case 7)

(contours units: g/cm3s; dimensions in cm)
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Predicted fuel reaction rate contours upstream of the forward stagnation point

during depressurization with U. = 10 cm/s

(Case 7)

(Contour units: g/cm3s; dimensions in cm)

(coordinate x = 0 is the center of the cylinder)
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Predicted temperature isotherms during depressurization at 10 cm/sec (case 7)

Non-dimensional temperature of 1.0 = 1350 K

(all dimensions in cm)
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Predicted interior solid-phase temperature contours during depressurization
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(Case # 7)
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Figure 6.7

Predicted flame stand-off distance as a function of pressure and solid-

centerline temperature (case 7)
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Figure 6.8

Predicted flame width as a function of pressure and solid-centerline

temperature (case 7)
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Predicted solid-phase vaporization rate during

depressurization (Case 7)
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Predicted total fuel ejection rate from the solid-phase
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Predicted fuel reaction rate contours during quenching extinction with

U_ = 10 cm/s (case 7)

in image (A): P = 0.186 atm and _vsP = 0.275

in images (B) - (F) : P = 0.165 atm and ¢bvsP = 0.267

images (A) and (F) are converged solutions

images (B) - (E) are intermediate gas-phase steps

(contour units in g/cm3s)
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Predicted gas-phase temperature field during quench extinction (Case 7)

with U_ = 10 cm/s

in image (A): P = 0.186 atm and ¢b_e = 0.275

in images (B) - (F) : P = 0.165 atm and _vse = 0.267

Images (A) and (F) are converged solutions

Images (B) - (E) are intermediate gas-phase steps

Non dimensional temperature of 1.0 = 1350 K

(all dimensions in cm)
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6.2.2 Effect of Depressurization on the Flame (Blow-off Extinction)

Similar results occurred in case 10, which is identical to case 7, other than the

value of _FsP at the start of depressurization (0.3). The decrease in _esP represents a

hotter solid-phase. The simulation is carried out until extinction occurred; the

simulation data is summarized in Table 6.2. The images (A) - (F) in Figures (6.13 - 6.16)

are all at the same conditions as labeled in Table 6.2. During depressurization the

predicted fuel reaction rate contours decrease in length as in case 7 (Figure 6.13). The

predicted flame thickness and stand-off distance at the forward stagnation point also

increase, until just prior to extinction (Figure 6.14). The predicted gas-phase

temperatures decrease with decreasing pressure and the heated gas-phase region expands

outward (Figure 6.15). During depressurization the predicted temperatures within the

cylinder increase (Figure 6.16). The predicted solid-phase temperatures at the start of

depressurization are hotter than in case (7). The predicted surface temperatures and

vaporization rates (Figures 6.17 and 6.18) decrease during the simulation due to the

increase in the predicted stand-off distance (Figure 6.19). In this figure, the stand-off

distance is plotted against the pressure and _Fse. The predicted flame width also

increases as the pressure and _FSP decreases (Figure 6.20).

Extinction in this case is attributed to blow-off as the region of maximum

reaction rate flame is carried downstream of the cylinder (Figure 6.21). The gas-phase

temperature contours show a similar phenomena (Figure 6.22). In both figures, images

(A) and (E) are converged gas-phase solutions and images (B) - (D) are intermediate gas-

phase steps. Image (A) in these figures is image (F) in Figures (6.13) and (6.15) with
different contour colors.

6.2.3 Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Low-Pressure Extinction Limits

These simulations run until the model predicts extinction. In cases 1 and 7 the

extinction mode is quenching while the flame in cases 4 and 10 extinguish by blow-off.

(The extinction data is summarized in Table 6.3 for these cases.) The quenching

extinction that occurs in both the experiments and the simulations is similar with regard

to velocity and the solid-phase temperature as well as the extinction behavior (Figures

3.17 and 6.11). Quenching extinction is observed experimentally at both five and ten

cm/s, and the simulations also predict quenching at five and ten crn/sec. The model

predicts that quenching occurs with a cooler solid (_FsP greater than 0.25) at these

velocities which was observed experimentally. In the experiments, the flame was

quenched when the solid-phase centerline temperature was below 320 K, which

corresponds to _es_, of 0.42. In both the experimental and simulated cases, the flame

recedes toward the forward stagnation point on the cylinder before disappearing. Blow-

off extinction also occurred in both the experiments and numerical simulations (figure

3.18 and 6.21). Blow-off was seen experimentally at both five and ten crn/s at solid-

centerline temperatures in excess of 320 K. In the simulations, blow-off also occurred
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Figure 6.13

Predicted fuel reaction rate contours during depressurization (case 10)

with U. = 10 cm/s

(contour units: g/cm 3 s; all dimensions in cm)
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Predicted fuel reaction rate contours upstream of the forward stagnation

point during depressurization (case 10) with U. = 10 cm/s

(contour units: g/cm 3 s ; all dimensions in cm)
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Predicted non-dimensional gas-phase temperatures during depressurization

(case 10) with U. = 10 cm/s

non-dimensional temperature of 1.0 = 1350 K

(all dimensions in cm)
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Predicted interior solid-phase temperature contours during depressurization

(case 10)
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(all dimensions m cm)
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Predicted solid-surface temperatures during depressurization

(Case 10)
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Predicted solid-phase vaporization rate during depressurization

(Case 10)
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Figure 6.19

Predicted flame stand-off distance (case 10) as a function of pressure and

solid-phase centerline temperature
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Figure 6.20

Predicted flame width (case 10) as a function of pressure and solid-phase

centerline temperature
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Figure 6.21

Predicted reaction rate contours during blow-off extinction (case 10)

with U= = 10 cm/s

in image (A): P = 0.13 atm, and _FSP = 0.175

in images (B) - (E): P = 0.115 atm, and _FSP = 0.15

Images (A) and (E) are converged solutions to the gas-phase model

Images (B) - (D) are intermediate gas-phase steps

(all dimensions in cm; contour units: g/cm3sec)
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Predicted gas-phase temperature field during blow-off extinction (case 10)

with U_ = 10 cm/s

in image (A): P = 0.13 atm, and (DFS v _- 0.175

in images (B) - (E): P = 0.115 atm, and _FSP = 0.15

Images (A) and (E) are converged solutions to the gas-phase model

Images (B) - (D) are intermediate gas-phase steps
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at five and ten cm/s, but with _Fsr, less than 0.25 which corresponds to a solid-phase

centerline temperature of 450 K. In both the experiments and the simulations for blow-

off, the flame extinguishes locally at the forward stagnation point and the flame is then

carried downstream by the forced flow.

The predicted low-pressure extinction points are listed in Table 6.3 for cases

1,4,6, 7 and 10. The predicted extinction pressure is lower for the cases with a 10 cm/sec

forced flow which is consistent with the experimental data. The exception to this, is

Case 4 which is at five cm/sec and extinguished at the same pressure as Case 10 which

is at the exact same simulation conditions other than a forced velocity of ten crn/sec.

Reducing _vsP from 0.4 to 0.3 before the start of depressurization, which is

equivalent to an extended one atmosphere burning period before venting, allows the

solid-phase to be heated to a greater extent by the gas-phase. The effects of using the

model to reduce _vsP before the start of depressurization are discussed in detailed in

Chapter Five. The results of the increased solid-phase temperature are a decrease in

the pressure required to extinguish the flame and an increase in the time to extinction.

The predicted low-pressure extinction data at ten cm/sec are compared with the

experimental data in Figures 6.23. The experimental values of (I)vsP were computed from

the solid-phase centerline temperature using the solid-phase model as described in

section 4.5. At ten cm/sec, the model's predicted extinction pressure is nearly identical

to the experimentally measured limit. For these conditions the model is very successful

at predicting extinction.

Case

1

4

6

7

10

U_

(cm/s)
_vsP prior to the

start of

depressurization

PEXT

(Atm)

TEXT

(r=0)
(K)

_FSP at
extinction

Extinction

Mode

5 0.4 0.21 435 0.30 Quench

5 0.3 0.115 519 0.145 Blow-off

10 0.5 0.267 364 0.366 Quench

10 0.4 0.165 450 0.267 Quench

10 0.3 0.115 522 0.15 Blow-off

Table 6.3

Summary of predicted extinction data (Case 1,4,6, 7 and 10)
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Figure 6.23

Comparison of the predicted and experimental low-pressure
extinction limits at ten cm/s

6.3 Space Station Venting Scenarios

This model is also used to examine depressurization scenarios, such as reduced

depressurization rates, that could not be examined experimentally in the airplane. The

depressurization times (from 1.0 to 0.3 atm) are 100 and 600 seconds with a

depressurization rate set by equation (5.1). The later depressurization time corresponds

to the maximum venting time allowed in the space station specifications (Appendix A).
The 100 second time is selected as an intermediate to the 600 and 60 second rates. As

discussed in chapter five, a range of velocities that would be present during
depressurization of a space station module are simulated.

In the simulations with depressurization times of 600 seconds (from 1.0 atm to

0.3 atm) the flame extinguishes at lower pressures than the cases with faster rates. This

is true at all of the velocities simulated (Table 6.4; Figure 6.24 ). As shown in the figure,

the effect of velocity is not monotonic; the extinction pressure at ten cm/sec is lower than

at both five and twenty cm/sec. The slower venting rate allows the solid to be heated to

a greater extent by the gas-phase, causing higher solid temperatures. In addition, the

longer burning time allows a larger portion of the cylinder to be vaporized. In case (9)
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thecylinderradiusatextinctionwas0.823cm,which is 86%of theoriginal cylinder.
Thehottersolidrequiresasmallerpercentageof theflame'senergyoutputandis able
to sustaina flameto a lowerpressures. Theincreasein thecylindertemperaturecan
alsobedescribedasadecreasein _. Duringthedepressurizationprocessthegas-phase
temperaturesdecreaseandeventuallythesolid-phasestartsto cool; lessheatwasbeing
conductedto thecylinder.This isshownin Figure6.25,which isaplotof thecenterline
temperatureand_psP.Asthecenterlinetemperaturestartsto decreasethevalueof _FsP
dropsbelowzero. This is possiblebecause• wasproportionalto theratioof thegas-
phaseand solid-phasetemperaturegradientsat the solid/gasinterfaceas defined in
equation(4.15). A positivevalueof • indicatesthatthetwotemperaturegradientshave
thesameslopeandanegativevalueshowsthatthegradientshaveoppositeslopes. This
occurswhenthesurfacetemperatureimposedbythegas-phasemodelis reducedbelow
thetemperaturewithin thesolid,whichindicatesthatthesolid is no longerbeingheated
by thegas-phaseatthatlocation. In cases(1) and(7) theflameis quenched,while the

Case U..
(cm/s)

1 5

2 5

3 5

7 10

8 10

9 10

13 20

14 20

15 20

Depressurization _FSP PEXT TEXT

time (from 1.0 to prior to (Atm) (K)
0.3 atm) the

start of

dP/dt

(I)Fsp at

extinction

60

100

600

60

100

0.4 0.21 435 0.3

0.4 0.115 529 0.138

0.4 0.08 627 -0.016

0.4 0.165 450 0.267

0.4 0.115 535 0.162

600 0.4 0.063 643 -0.01

60 0.4 0.3 409 0.27

100 0.4 0.21 505 0.2

600 0.4 0.102 665 0.001

Table 6.4

Summary of the predicted effect of velocity and increased depressurization times
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Cooling of the cylinder during depressurization
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remaining cases at five and ten cm/sec extinguish by blow-off. The cases at twenty

cm/sec all extinguish by blow-off. The extinction data also indicates that flames in a

10 cm/sec flow are sustained to lower pressures than cases with the same

depressurization rate at higher or lower forced flows

6.4 Effects of a Decrease in (I)Fs P before Depressurization on the Low-Pressure

Extinction Limit

The effect of a decreased value of _FsP on the low-pressure extinction limit at the

start of depressurization was discussed briefly in section 6.2.2. The process outlined in

chapter four for decreasing _FSP prior to depressurization is equivalent to an extended one

atmosphere burning period which increases both the gas-phase and solid-phase

temperatures. (See Figures 5.1 through 5.7). The reduction in _Fse reduces the

extinction pressure at all of the velocities simulated which is shown in Figure 6.26. As

shown previously, flames in a ten cm/sec forced flow were sustained to a lower pressure

than cases in either a five or twenty cm/sec flow.

6.5 Predicted Extinction Boundaries

The predicted extinction conditions for all of the simulations are listed in Table

6.5 and plotted to form an extinction boundary as shown in Figure 6.27. In this plot,

conditions above the extinction boundary (surface) are flammable and conditions below

the surface are not flammable. The predicted extinction boundaries (P, _FSP) at

constant velocity are shown in Figure 6.28. The model predicts that a flame in a 10

crn/sec flow is more flammable, it requires a lower pressure to extinguish, than flames

in flows of either five or twenty cm/sec. In this figure, the regions above the predicted

extinction boundaries are flammable conditions; regions below the predicted boundaries

are non-flammable regions. Six of the 18 simulations resulted in quenching extinction

(cases 1, 6, 7, 19, 20 and 21); these cases are marked in the figure. The remaining cases

all extinguished via blow-off. At velocities of five and ten cm/s, the quench cases all

occurred with _Fsp greater than 0.25. This behavior was observed experimentally;

quenching only occurred in cases with a cooler solid (centerline temperature less than,

or equal to, 320 K which corresponds to a _FsP = 0.42).

Using the P-_Fse data (at constant velocity), curve fits for the extinction pressure

as a function of _Fsp at constant velocity were generated. These fits were then used to

plot predicted extinction boundaries for the (_, U®) plane as shown in Figures 6.29. The

predicted extinction boundary as a function of _FSP and forced velocity is compared to

the trend established in Yang's results, which predicted that at a constant pressure,

extinction occurs at a slightly higher value of _Fsp at ten cm/s than at five or twenty crn/s,

indicating that it was more flammable at ten crn/sec (Figure 6.29). (Yang's model used
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Effect of reducing OFSP prior to depressurization on the low-pressure
extinction limit

a second order gas-phase reaction with e = 0.9.) The non-flammable regions in this plot

are above each individual curve and the flammable regions are below the predicted

boundaries. This plot shows that to sustain a flame at twenty cm/s at reduced pressure,

the value of t_FSPmust be lower than the values required to sustain a flame at five or ten

cm/s. This indicates that to sustain a flame at twenty cm/s in reduced pressure the solid-

phase must be well heated (bulk solid temperatures above 500 K). This plot also shows

that there are two branches to the extinction boundary. At higher velocities (greater than

fifteen cm/s) extinction was due to blow-off. At lower velocities (five to ten cm/s) the

flames quenched with a cool solid and extinguished due to blow-off with a hotter solid.

This indicates that mode of extinction on the boundary is transitioning from blow-off to

quench in the region from five to ten cm/sec. At lower velocities extinction occurs as

quench.

Decreasing _r,sP (at constant velocity) decreases the extinction pressure (Figure

6.30), which is consistent with the trend in the experimental data (Figure 4.14).

Conditions above any of the curves is a flammable region and parameter values below

the curves are non-flammable regions. The extinction pressure decreases if _FSP
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decreases,whichcanoccurif thesolidis allowedto heat-upprior to depressurization,or

if depressurization occurs slowly as shown in previous sections. At a constant value of

_FSP, the flame was sustained to a lower pressure with U® = 10 clrds than at either five

or twenty cm/sec. This indicates that a region of increased flammability exists at a

velocity of ten cm/sec, which could have important ramifications for spacecraft fire

safety.

Figure 6.27

Predicted extinction surface as a function of pressure, forced

velocity, and _rsP
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UFORCED Depressurization

Time (Ate)
(c m/s) (sec)

1 6O

1 I00

! 6O0

Pre-depressurization PEXT

_FSp (atm)

2.5 60

2.5 60

2.5 100

5 60

5 100

5 600

5 60

5 600

8 60

8 60

8 100

8 600

10 60

10 60

10 100

10 600

10 60

10 60

10 600

15 60

15 60

15 I00

20 60

20 100

20 600

20 60

20 60

20 600

T(r=O) at
extinction

(K)

0.4 0.62 358

0.4 0.62 382

0.4 0.236 592

0.5 0.506 306

0.4 0.30 410

0.4 0.18 497

0.4 0.21 435

0.4 0.I 15 529

0.4 0.08 627

0.3 0.115 519

0.1 0.08 619

0.5 0.267 364

0.4 0.16 450

0.4 0.09 551

0.4 0.07 618

0.5 0.267 364

0.4 0.165 450

0.4 0.115 535

0.4 0.063 643

0.3 0.115 522

0.1 0.04 640

0.1 0.063 643

0.5 0.30 355

0.4 0.21 434

0.4 0.115 534

0.4 0.3 409

0.4 0.21 505

0.4 0.102 665

0.3 0.21 493

0.1 0.115 638

O,l O.102 _;_qO
Table 6.5

_rsr at Case
Extinction

0.364 19

0.352 20

-0.027 21

0.78 22

0.36 23

0.18 24

0.3 1

0.138 2

-0.016

0.145

-0.014 5

0.377 25

0.273 26

0.108 27

0.004 28

0.366 6

0.267 7

0.162 8

-0.01 9

0.15 10

-0.13 11

0.006 12

0.349 29

0.268

0.135

0.27

0.2

0.001

0.19

-0.002

NN

30

31

13

14

15

16

17

10

Summary of numerical results
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Predicted extinction boundaries as a function of pressure and (I)Fs P at

constant velocity

(Points labeled (Q) extinguished due to quench; the remaining points extinguished

due to blow-off)
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Figure 6.29

Predicted extinction boundary as a function of U® and _FSP
at constant pressure

Curves in this figure are based on curve fits of the predicted pressure and

_Fs_, at extinction from Figure 6.28

(At each pressure, the flammable region is below the constant

pressure extinction boundary)

(Yang's data, which used a second order reaction with e = 0.9,

was taken from Figure 1.1)
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predicted pressure and _Fsp at extinction from Figure 6.28
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions

The combustion and extinction of a PMMA cylinder in low-gravity was examined

both experimentally and numerically. The experiments were conducted on board the

NASA Lewis Research Center's reduced-gravity aircraft facilities. The experiments

were conducted at flows ranging from five to twenty crn/sec at a range of pressures.

Although the aircraft provided 20 second periods of low-gravity, rapid changes in the g-

level during low-gravity affected the flame. In many tests, there were intervals where the

z-axis g-level reversed sign, this extinguished flames in numerous tests. Two types of

experiments were conducted. The first examined the effects of velocity and pressure on

the quasi-steady behavior of the flame in low-gravity. In these experiments the flame

stand-off distance was measured and compared to a theoretical scaling law. The change

in stand-off distance due to an increase in velocity or a decrease in pressure followed the

change predicted by the scaling law. The ratio of the experimental data to the scaling

law estimate of the stand-off distance was a constant (0.30). This could have been

caused by the difference in the thermal diffusivity of air and the fuel vapor. The visible

flame length and width were measured for cases with a velocity of 10 cm/sec at a range

of pressures. Although the visible flame length and width increased, the aspect ratio
remained nearly constant.

In the second set of experiments, the pressure was reduced slowly in low-gravity

to determine the low-pressure extinction limit. The solid-phase centerline temperatures

and pressures at extinction were used to construct a flammability map for this material

and configuration at ten cm/sec. The hardware was unable to reduce to pressure to the

extinction limit when the flow velocity was greater than 10 cm/sec. This flammability

map is later generalized using the term _, which is the percentage of the gas-phase heat

flux conducted into the solid-phase. The material was able to support a flame at a 0.1

atm if the solid was heated thoroughly ( solid-phase centerline temperatures greater than

500 K ). In other cases in which the solid was cooler, the flame extinguished at pressures
as high as 0.3 atm.

One of the limitations of the experiments was the small size of the PMMA

cylinders. The samples length and width were nearly equal (the aspect ratio

(length/diameter) of the unburned samples was 1.33) and because of this, the

experimental configuration was not completely two-dimensional. There were axial heat

losses from the solid and the flame shape did show some three-dimensional effects. The

flame plume, (as visualized from the radial direction) was not uniform in the axial

direction, which indicated that the flame was effected by the short length of the sample.

In addition, the magnitude of the flow could have been effected by the short length of the

sample; the air flow around the cylinder was probably not two-dimensional.

The extinction limits for the PMMA cylinder were also examined using a

numerical model that couples a quasi-steady gas-phase model with a transient solid-

phase model. The gas-phase model is based on a two-dimensional circular cylinder in
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a forced laminar flow in zero-gravitywhich consistedof the steady Navier-Stokes,

momentum, energy, and species equations with one-step finite rate Arrhenius kinetics.

The boundary condition between the gas-phase and the solid-phase was an energy

balance that consisted of the energy conducted to the interface by the gas-phase, the

energy conducted into the solid, and energy losses from the solid in terms of radiation

and vaporization. The solid-phase model was based on the transient, two-

dimensional heat conduction equation. The model assumed an infinitely long cylinder

with no axial heat transfer. The governing equation was transformed to include surface

regression due to vaporization. The ignition and flame spread process were mimicked

using the solid-phase model which provided an initial temperature profile for the

depressurization simulations.

The two programs were coupled to provide a transient gas-phase/solid-phase

model. During each step, the solid-phase marched forward in time and the gas-phase

model provided a new converged solution. There is not enough data in the available

literature to accurately state the solid emissivity at elevated temperatures. So, the

numerical model was calibrated to the experimental extinction data using the surface

emissivity and the gas-phase order of reaction with respect to pressure. A surface

emissivity of 0.7 with a second order gas-phase reaction was selected as model

conditions because the predicted low-pressure extinction boundary was within the range

of the experimental data.

The simulations initially examined conditions similar to the low-gravity

experiments conducted on the NASA reduced-gravity aircraft. The model predicted an

increase in the visible flame stand-off distance as the pressure decreased. The magnitude

and trend of the model's predicted flame stand-off distance matched the estimates of the

scaling law (equation 3.2). When the factor (0.27) determined from the comparison of

the experimental stand-off distance to the scaling law prediction was used, the

numerically predicted stand-off distance matched the experimental data. Again, the need

for using the additional factor could be the use of a thermal diffusivity that does not

account for the fuel vapor characteristics. The model over-predicted the length of the

flame and predicted that the flame length would decrease with decreasing pressure. This

could occur due to either the decrease in the total mass of fuel vaporized or the reduction

in the reaction rate, which is a function of pressure squared. The addition of gas-phase

radiation could provide a more accurate prediction of the flame size. In addition, the

limiting width of the computational grid (3.8 cm) in combination with the boundary

conditions could act to accelerate the flow. The predicted low-pressure extinction at ten

cm/sec was within the range of the experimental data. The prediction that the flame

would be more flammable in a 10 crn/sec flow was consistent with the experimental data.

The simulations predicted both quenching and blow-off extinction, which were

both observed experimentally. In simulations at five or ten cm/sec with a well heated

solid (_FSe < 0.25; centerline temperature > 450 K) the flame extinguished due blow-off

and in simulations with a cooler solid (_FsP < 0.25; centerline temperature < 450 K ) the
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flameswerequenched.Experimentally,quenchingoccurredif thesolid-phasecenterline
temperaturewaslessthan320 K, which correspondsto _Fsr,= 0.42. Thedifference
betweentheexperimentthesimulationcouldhaveoccurreddueto a local reductionin
theflow velocity nearthecylinderin theexperiment.Themodelassumesan infinite
cylinder,howevertheexperimentusedafinite lengthcylinderwhichallowedaportion
of the flow to moveaxially aroundthecylinderwhich would havereducedthe local
velocity nearthecylinder. This would havehadtheeffectof shifting theextinction
boundaryto higherpressuresandlargervaluesof _FsP.

The modelwasthenusedto examinethe effectsof velocity, depressurization
timeswhichcouldnotbeexaminedexperimentally. As thedepressurizationtime was
increased(decreasein therate)theextinctionpressuredecreased.Thisoccurredbecause
thesolidwasheatedbythegas-phaseasthepressurewasreducedslowly,whichallowed
the solid to producemore fuel vaporat lowerpressuresand sustainthe flame. The
effectof additionalsolidheatingwasexaminedby usingdifferent initial valuesof the
percentageof thegas-phaseheatflux conductedinto the solid-phase(_). During the
longerpre-depressurizationburningperiodsthesampletemperatureincreasedandthe
value of • decreased. Caseswith lower initial valuesof _, had lower extinction
pressures. Thepredictedextinctionboundaryshowedthat attencm/sectheflame
was sustainedto lower pressuresthan at either five or ten crn/sec. The extinction
boundaryin thevelocity- _p domainalsoshowedtheexistenceof ablow-off branch
at higher velocities(twenty cm/sec),and a quenchbranchat lower velocities (one
cm/sec).

Theseresultscouldbeappliedto theventingprocessbeingconsideredfor usein
theInternationalSpaceStation. Thecurrentspacestationspecificationsstatethatthe
affectedmodulewouldbedepressurizedto apressureof 0.3atmosphereswithin aperiod
of 600seconds.Duringthisprocess,the inducedflowswithinmostof themodulecould
beon theorderof 10cm/sec.Both the numerical and the experimental results indicated

that a final pressure of 0.3 atm would probably not extinguish a fire. Since NASA's

current plan is to use venting only in emergency situations, it is very likely that the
gas/solid interaction would have created a strong fire with a well heated solid. In

addition, the long duration provided by the 600 second period would contribute to a

heavily heated solid. In these circumstances, _ would probably be less than 0.3, and the

flame would not immediately extinguish at the final vent pressure of 0.3 atmospheres.

The fire would eventually extinguish, once the induced flows decayed, however, that

process could require a prolonged period of time. This research has showed that an

effective method of extinguishing the fire would be to vent to a final pressure below 0.3

atm. Results of both the numerical and the experiment studies indicated that a fire would

extinguish if vented to 0.1 atmospheres. The extinction process would also be aided by

a more rapid depressurization rate, which would minimize additional heating of the solid.
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Appendix A - International Space Station (ISS) Module Venting Data

A.1 ISS Module dimensions

Length (total) = 8.37 meters

Length (interior) = 7.19 meters

Inner Diameter = 3.9 meters

Cross-Sectional Area (based on I.D.) = 11.95 m 2

Volume (based on interior length and I.D.) = 85.9 m 3

A.2 Venting (Depressurization) Requirements

The venting specifications for the International Space Station are as follows:

"The USOS (United States on-orbit Segment) shall vent the atmosphere of any

pressurized volume to space to achieve an oxygen partial pressure less than 1.0 psia

within 10 minutes" (System Specification for the International Space Station Alpha,

1994).

During normal operations the environment within the ISS will be approximately

21% oxygen at a pressure of one atmosphere. To reach an oxygen partial pressure of

1.0 psia the total pressure must be 4.76 psia, which is equivalent to 0.32 atmospheres.

A.3 Vent Valve Sizing Calculations

The area of the vent valve required to achieve the rates modeled in this research

was computed using the mass flow rate, as the flow was choked. The mass flow rate is:

rhExrc = pUA - P (M_)A (A.1)
RT

Since the flow out of the vent valve was choked, the mach number (M) was equal to one.

The mass flow rate out of the module can be expressed using the ideal gas law which

yields:
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• i

m EXIT

VMODULE dP

RT dt
(A.2)

Equations (A. 1) and (A.2) are equated and rearranged to solve for the valve area:

VMODULE dP 1
AVALVE - (A.3)

R T dt 0.5283P

The pressure reduction within the module followed an exponential profile given by:

P : e - 13t (A.4)

with 13= 0.002 sec 1 for cases depressurizing in 600 seconds and 0.02 sec -I for cases

depressurizing in 60 seconds• Substituting for the pressure and the pressure gradient

yields:

VMODULE 13

AVALVe y_ 0.5283 (A.5)

For depressurization from 1.0 atmospheres to 0.3 atmospheres in 600 seconds the

required valve area was 9.22 x 104 m 2. This corresponds to a radius of 1.7 centimeters

(0.67 inches). For a depressurization time of 60 seconds, the required valve area was

9.22 x 10 .3 m 2 which corresponds to a radius of 5.4 centimeters (2.13 inches).
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Appendix B - Examination of the Flow within the Combustion Chamber

As the Spacecraft Fire Safety Facility was new hardware, the flow conditions in

the combustion chamber had to be verified before conducting experiments. The initial

assumption was that the velocity profile within the combustion chamber would

approximate a plug flow, since the test section length of 50.8 cm was less than the

entrance length required for transition to a fully developed laminar flow. With a forced

(plug) flow velocity of 10.8 crn/sec the Reynolds number based on the chamber diameter

was 634 and the entrance length for a fully developed laminar flow was 3.8 meters. To

verify the assumption of a plug flow within the combustion chamber, the flow in the test

section was examined in normal gravity using flow visualization and a hot needle

anemometer.

Flow streamlines were visualized using a smoke wire technique (Kasagi, Hirata,

and Yokobori, 1977; Nagib, 1977, and Yamada, 1977). A thin film of model train

smoke, which was a clear oil-based liquid, was applied to a six-inch length of Kanthal ®

wire; a series of liquid bubbles developed on the wire due to the surface tension forces

within the liquid. The wire was placed near the bottom of the combustion chamber

parallel to the rectangular front window. During each test the power to the hot wire was

cycled on and off seven times while an air flow was passed through the chamber.

During each cycle the wire was energized for 0.01 seconds and was then turned off for

0.75 seconds. As the wire was heated, it vaporized some oil which was then carried

upward by the forced flow.

This technique generated a series of straight streamlines that verified that the

chamber was producing a uniform flow. (Figure B. 1) An additional series of flow

visualization tests was conducted with a PMMA cylinder in the chamber. The resulting

flow patterns for a volumetric flow rate of 300 SLPM, which corresponded to a plug flow

velocity of 10.8 cm/sec at one atmosphere shown in figure B-2. The Reynolds number

based on the cylinder diameter for this flow was 121. This figure illustrates the

presence of both a forward stagnation point and a wake region. The formation of vortices

(Von Karmen vortex street) downstream of the cylinder is clearly visible in the figure.

The flow velocity was measured using a hot needle anemometer that had a range

of zero to 2 meters per second. The probe was placed in a horizontal orientation and

inserted into the combustion chamber via the front window port. For these tests the

quartz window was replaced with a plexiglass window fitted with a bulkhead fitting that
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Figure B.1

Flow Streamlines in the Spacecraft Fire Safety Facility's combustion

chamber

(Forced flow of 10 cm/s at I atmosphere)
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Figure B.2

Vortex formation downstream of the PMMA cylinder

(Forced flow of I0 cm/s; Re d = 121)
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allowed the probe to be inserted into the chamber while retaining a sealed combustion

chamber. The probe was placed eight inched above the porous metal plate; the PMMA

samples were at the same height during combustion experiments. No measurements

were taken with a sample in the combustion chamber because the reduction in the flow

area due to the presence of the sample would not have affected the measurements. (The

chamber cross-sectional area was 506.7 cm 2 and the sample had a projected area of 4.8

cm 2.

During a test, a forced flow of 300 standard liters per minute (SLPM) was

generated and the probe was translated slowly from one wall of the chamber to the other

in 0.64 cm (0.25 inches) increments. A volumetric flow rate of 300 SLPM corresponded

to a plug flow velocity of 10.8 cm/sec at one atmosphere in the combustion chamber.

The probe was kept at each location until the velocity measurement stabilized; the

motion of the probe to the new location could have affected the velocity measurement.

The average velocity as a function of radial position (cm) is shown in Figure B-3. The

flow velocity in the center of the chamber is uniform (12 cm/sec), but larger than the plug

flow velocity. The anemometer measurements were affected by buoyant flows induced

by the hot needle; measurements made with the anemometer in a quiescent environment

showed that the velocities induced by the hot needle were on the order of five centimeters

per second (Keisling and Michienzi, 1995). Thus, the flow in the chamber approximated

plug flow and provided a uniform velocity in the center of the chamber.
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Average Velocity vs. Radial Position within the Combustion Chamber

(Volumetric Flow Rate of 300 SLPM)
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Appendix C - Constant Velocity with varying chamber pressure

One requirement for the experiments was the ability to change the chamber

pressure while keeping a constant velocity within the combustion chamber. This was

accomplished by monitoring the chamber pressure and adjusting the volumetric flow rate.

The relationship between the volumetric flow rate, the gas velocity within the chamber

and the chamber pressure was derived from Boyle's Law:

PV
- constant (C.1)

T

Equating the conditions in the mass flow controller and the chamber yields:

(.PY) =constant = (--_)
REF C

(C.2)

in which the reference state was at the flow controller, which was at standard conditions

(manufacturer specification).

side by time yields:

State (C) was the combustion chamber. Dividing both

(C.3)

Knowing that the volumetric flow rate (Q) in the chamber was the product of the

plug flow velocity and the chamber cross-sectional area, the equation can be solved for

the required flow at the flow controller which yields:

QREF : Pc Ac Uc
TREF I

Tc PREF
(C.4)

During an experiment, the data acquisition and control program acquired the chamber

pressure from the PID controller and computed the required volumetric flow rate to keep

the velocity constant. This process occurred at a frequency of two Hertz. The chamber

temperature was assumed to be constant (293 K).
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Appendix D - Sensitivity of the Model to the Solid Emissivity and the Gas Order
of reaction

An analysis of the effect of the surface emissivity and the gas-phase rate of

reaction was conducted because the exact value of these parameters were unknown. The

sensitivity of the model with regard to the solid-phase emissivity was examined as it is

not known at elevated temperatures. The emissivity was used as part of the gas-phase

boundary condition with the solid and it effected the pre-depressurization solid-phase

conditions through the calculation of _. The order of reaction affected the pressure

dependence of the gas-phase reaction. The sensitivity of the model on this parameter

was examined by including the term (P_F / p)n in the gas-phase reaction rate equation.

The reaction was second order if n = 0 and zeroth order if n = 2.

D.1 Effect of the Surface Emissivity on the Pre-Depressurization Conditions

The parameter (bFsP was used as the main criteria for the start of the

depressurization process. During the portion of the simulation mimicking ignition and

flame spread, the value of the solid emissivity (_) was used in computing the values of

• (0) through equation (4.13). Predicted gas-phase temperatures were not available at

this stage of the simulation and thus, the solid-phase mode computed _(0) by computing

the solid-phase temperature gradient, the surface radiation loss and fuel vaporization.

Three emissivities were selected for examination: 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. An emissivity of 0.9

was the accepted value for PMMA at room temperature conditions, but the value was

uncertain at higher temperatures.

The surface emissivity did not effect the temperature calculations of the solid-

phase model, though the changes effected the amount of time required to reach the

desired value of _FsP (0.4) for the start of the coupled simulation. (Figure D. 1) The

effect of reducing the emissivity was a decrease in the computed value of • which then

required a longer period to reach _Ps_, = 0.4. This increased pre-depressurization

burning period resulted in a solid at higher temperatures which are shown in Table D. 1.
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T(r=0)
(K)

0.9 313

0.7 326

0.5 338

Table D.1

Starting Conditions for Depressurization with different solid emissivities
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Figure D.1

Comparison of the predicted solid centerline temperature and _FSV as

a function of ¢
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D.2 Sensitivity of the low-pressure limit to the surface emissivity and gas-phase
order of reaction

The sensitivity of the model to changes in the surface emissivity and the order of

reaction a series cases examined in a series of simulations. The emissivity affected the

gas-phase calculations of the energy balance at the solid/gas interface. The order of

reaction effected the gas-phase dependence on pressure as discussed in section 4.2.2. For

this analysis two emissivities (0.9 and 0.7) and two orders of reaction (first and second)

were examined. The predicted extinction points were compared to the experimental

extinction data in the pressure - _vsP domain (Figure 4.14) to determine the best set of

parameters for the remaining simulations. The process followed for these simulations

was the same as discussed in chapter four with UVORCED= 10 cm/sec, a depressurization

time = 60 seconds, and _vsP at the start of depressurization equal to 0.4.

Reducing the emissivity from 0.9 to 0.7 while keeping the order of the reaction

rate constant reduced both _Fs_, and pressure at extinction while increasing the time to

extinction as shown in Table D.2. This occurred because as the solid emissivity was

reduced the radiative heat loss from the solid to the gas was reduced. This allowed the

solid to retain more of the energy that had been conducted to the interface by the gas-

phase. The increase in the solid-phase temperatures allowed the solid to burn to lower

pressures. Reducing the order of reaction (from second to first order) with a constant

solid emissivity also decreased the extinction pressure. This occurred due to the reaction

rate's reduced dependance on pressure. The changes in the rate and the surface

emissivity had no effect on the solid-phase centedine temperature because of the time lag

associated with the thermal penetration time, which is 350 seconds for this material and

thickness.

The predicted pressure and _sr, at extinction for all four cases are plotted in

Figure D.2 along with the experimental extinction data which was transformed from

solid-phase centerline temperature to ¢_sP- The data listed for the case with first order

of reaction and a solid emissivity of 0.7 was not at extinction. The simulation was ended

because the model was predicting a sustained flame well below the experimental low-

pressure extinction limit. The extinction point for the case with the second order

reaction and a solid emissivity of 0.7 is in agreement with the experimental data, and

was selected as the baseline for the remaining simulations. To confirm this selection,

two additional cases were simulated. These cases were both second order with an initial

value _Fsp = 0.3 and of with surface emissivities of 0.9 and 0.7 (Figure D.3). As shown
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in thefigure,thecaseswith asolidemissivityof 0.9haveextinctionpressuresabovethe

experimentallimit. Thepredictedextinctionpointswith asecondorderreactionanda
solid emissivityof 0.7werewithin theexperimentalrange,confirmingtheselectionof
thissetof parameters.

Order of

Reaction

E Time at

extinction

(sec)

(X)FS P at
Extinction

Pressure at Extinction

(atm)

1 0.9 114 0.23 0.10

1 0.7 > 150 < 0.16 < 0.04

2 0.9 60 0.30 0.30

2 0.7 90 0.27 0.17

Table D.2

Effect of the surface emissivity and the gas-phase order of reaction on the

extinction pressure
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Figure D.2

Comparison of the experimental extinction boundary and the

predicted gas-phase extinction limits as a function of emissivity and
the order of reaction

(UFoRcED = 10 em/sec)

Note: the simulation with a first order reaction and an emissivity of 0.7 did

not reach extinction at the point shown in the figure. The simulation was

ended as the data point was well below the experimental extinction limit.
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Comparison of experimental and predicted extinction data
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Appendix E - Transient Solid-phase Heat Transfer Model Source Code

C .......................

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Transient temperature code for PMMA cylinder subjected to
a known temperature at r = R.

The governing equation is the two-dimensional heat conduction

equation in a cylindrical coordinate system; using the (r) and

(theta) directions. Assuming that there is no flux in the (z)
direction.

This corresponds to the number of surface nodes on the cylinder

in the steady-state code used by C.T.Yang. The angular spacing
of the nodes is then fixed at 9 degrees.

(20 gaps x 9 degrees = 180 degrees.)

There is also two sets of shadow nodes. These nodes lie on the

lines J = 0 and J = 22. These nodes are set by knowing that

there is no gradient across the line of angular symmetry.
There are 21 nodes on the surface of the cylinder.

The program uses the ADI (Implicit Alternating Direction) scheme

to solve the PDE. This algorithm requires the use of a

tridiagonal matrix solver. The solver being used is the Thomas
tridiagonal solver.

To use this solver, the gov equation was discretized twice. The

first time it is discretized, it is written implicit in the (r)
coord, and explicit in the (theta) direction.

The second time, the equation is implicit in the (theta)
direction and explicit in the (r) direction.

In this scheme, the solver is called twice for each time step.
The first time it is called, the implicit (r) equations are

solved. The second time it is called, the implicit (theta)
equations are used. Calling the solver results in an increment

in time of two (2) time steps. This can be solved by using a

time step one-half the size of the desired step.

PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

C

C

C

C
C

C

This version uses a coordinate transformation that includes a

term that takes into account the decrease in the cylinder's

radius. The idea for this transformation is from a paper
published by Ablow and Wise. (6/7/95)

C This verseion of the program is designed to work without user

C input; it is an auto version. The time step is a parameter

C within the code. The initial radius is read from a file; the

C final radius is written to a file. This code also computes the

C new pressure at the new time. (12/10/95)

C
C ..................
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PROGRAM autosolid

IMPLICIT NONE

Real alpha, dt2, dt, dr, dtheta, tau, tref

REAL Vb, Fo, Pe, Tref_gas

Integer rnodes, thetanodes, N

REAL SB, emiss, VF, Tamb, kgas, ksolid, freqfact

REAL rhos, Active, gasconstant, latent, radius

Parameter (rnodes= 19, thetanodes = 21, dtheta = 0.15707)

Parameter (alpha = 1.15e-7, N=I0)

Parameter ( tref = 700, Tref_gas=1350)

Parameter (SB = 5.695e-12, Emiss = 0.7, VF = 1.0, Tamb = 300.0)

Parameter (latent = 1050.0, Active = 125600.0)
Parameter (freqfact = 1.966e6, rhos = 1.18, ksolid = 2.09e-3)

Parameter (gasconstant = 8.313)

INTEGER I, J, K, counter, maxloop, kount, profiles

INTEGER Phi_choice

REAL T, TO, TM, Tnew, r, maxtime, phi, dphi, Tgas, dl

REAL temp, templ, temp2, temp3, temp4, temp5, temp6
REAL Qrad, mdot, vap, tgrads, tgradg, transient_phi

REAL RHS, A, B, C, RHS2, A2, B2, C2

REAL Profile_interval, Max_profile, Profile_counter

REAL Max_profile_counter, X, Y, theta
REAL burnrate, initial_phi, end_criteria

REAL PHIA, PHIB

REAL Pressure, time

REAL T01, TII, T21, T31, T41, T51, T61, T71, T81, T91, TI01

REAL T011, TIll, T211, T311, T411, T511, T611, T711

REAL T811, T911, TI011

DIMENSION T(0:rnodes, 0:thetanodes+l), Vb(thetanodes)

DIMENSION Tnew(0:rnodes, 0:thetanodes+l), dl(thetanodes)

DIMENSION R(rnodes), phi(thetanodes), tgas(thetanodes)

DIMENSION RHS(rnodes), A(rnodes), B(rnodes), C(rnodes)
DIMENSION RHS2(thetanodes), A2(thetanodes), B2(thetanodes)

DIMENSION C2(thetanodes)

DIMENSION Transient_phi(thetanodes), burnrate(thetanodes)

DIMENSION T01(N), TII(N), T21(N), T31(N), T41(N), T51(N),

DIMENSION T61(N)
DIMENSION T71(N), T81(N), T91(N), TI01(N)

DIMENSION T011(N), TIll(N), T211(N), T311(N), T411(N), T511(N)

DIMENSION T611(N), T711(N), T811(N), T911(N), TI011(N)

C ...........................

C Variable table

C ...........................

C

C T(I,J)

C Tb(J)
C TO

C TM

C

C Tnew(I,J)
C

C tau

C tref

C

Temperature of the solid at (r,theta)

Temperature boundary condition at r = Radius

Temperature at the center of the cylinder

Mean of all the temperatures at nodes surrounding

the center of the cylinder

Temperature of the solid at (r,theta) and at the

next time step

This is the reference time scale (Radius**2/alpha)
This is the reference temperature (700 K)
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C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

r

theta

Radius

radial direction in solid

theta (angular) direction in solid
Radius of cylinder

counter in the (r) direction

i = 1 is at the surface of the cylinder

i = i0 is the set of nodes adjacent to the center
counter in the (theta) direction

j = 1 is equal to an angle of 0 degrees
(position: 9 o'clock)

j = 21 is equal to an angle of 180 deg
(position: 3 o'clock)

during an interation from j = 1 to 21, the computation sweeps
along in a clockwise direction

rnodes

thetanodes

dr

dtheta

dt

dr2

alpha

number of nodes in the (r) direction; not including
the center node (r=0)

number of nodes in the (theta) direction. This is

set by the number of nodes on the surface of the

cylinder in the program weng.for (21).

node spacing in the (r) direction (meters)

angular spacing of the nodes (radians)
time increment between interations
one half of dt

thermal diffusivity of the solid (PMMA)
units: m*m/sec

Pe This is the Peclet number of the Solid. It is

a ratio of the mass vaporization to the thermal

diffusivity. It is defined as: (Vb) (R)/alpha

Vb This is the burning rate of the solid (m/s) which
is a function of theta

(This quantity can be measured or taken from the literature.)

The experimental value is 0.00000791 m/s. (This
was derived from rough experimental measurement.
The literature value is 0.000014 m/s

(J. of Fire and Flammabilty, Vol. 13, 1982, p. 203).

Both values are of the same order of magnitude!

Fo This is the Fourier Number: alpha*tau/Radius**2

Phi

dphi

initial__phi

maxtime

maxloop

emiss

VF

SB

TA

percentage of heat conducted into the solid; this
is a function of position in the theta direction

this is the change in phi from the initial value

(evaluated at the forward stagnation point)
this is the initial value of phi at the forward
stagnation point

user input; amount of time loop simulates
this is the loop counter version of maxtime

emissivty for the solid

View factor for the solid (from Yang's thesis = i)

Stephan-Boltzman constant (5.695e-12 J/cm^2 K^4 S)
ambient gas temperature (K)
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C Qrad
C mdot

C vap
C Tgrads

C Tgradg

C Tgas
C dl

C
C

C

C kgas
C ksolid

C

C freqfact
C

C rhos

C gasconstant
C active

C
C latent

C A, B, C

C A2, B2, C2

C RHS, RHS2
C

radiative loss from solid

mass loss rate (from solid)

energy loss due to vaporization of solid
solid phase temperature gradient

gas phase temperature gradient
The gas phase temperature just above the cylinder

The node spacing bewteen the solid surface and the

first gas phase node

burnrate this is the burning rate data from yang's program C

in (g/cm cm s); divice by density to get Vb

The following values are from Yang's thesis:
thermal conductivity of the gas (function of T)

thermal conductivity of the solid

(2.09E-3 J/cm s K)

freq factor for the vaporization eqn
(1.966E6 cm/s)

density of the solid (1.18 g/cm^3)

the universal gas constant (8.313 J/ gmole K)

activation energy in the pyrolysis process

(125600 J / gmole)

latent heat of the solid (IQ55 J/g)
LHS terms used in matrix when

solving for the temperature
RHS Maticies used in solving for T(I,J)

CC ....................................................................

C

C

C
C

C

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

i i

'Transient Solid-Phase Conduction Program'
l i

i i

'Written by: J. Goldmeer'
, i

Open input files

The file Tinit.inp contains the initial temp profile of the cyl

from the last solid-phase calculation

OPEN (31, file = 'Tcyl.out °, status = 'unknown')

The file Tsurface.out contains the temperature data for

r = Radius from the gas-phase code

OPEN (32, file = 'Tsurface.out', status = 'unknown')
The file Tcenter.dat contains the center temperature at t = 0

OPEN (33, file = 'Tcenter.out', status = 'unknown')

C The burn rate is now computed using the results from the

C previous gas-phase computations using the solid surface

C temperature which was read in to the program as Tsurface.out

WRITE (*,*) 'Reading input data .... '

WRITE (*,*) ' '

C This nested loop reads in the cylinder temperature.

C The input and output file have the same format.

Do 15 I = l,rnodes

Do i0 J = l,thetanodes

READ (31,*) templ,temp2, Temp5

T(I,J) = temp5/tref

Tnew(I,J) = T(I,J)
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i0 Continue

15 Continue

WRITE (*,*) ' '

Close (31)

C This is the surface boundary condition
DO 30 J = l,thetanodes

READ (32,*) T(0,J)
T(0,J) = T(0,J) / tref

Tnew(0,J) = T(0,J)

write(*,*) T(0,J)
30 Continue

Continue

Close (32)

C Verify that program has read in data correctly
DO 37 I = 0,rnodes

DO 35 J = l,thetanodes

C WRITE(* *) 'T, ( ' ,I, ' , ' ,J, ' ) = ',T(I,J)
35 Continue

37 Continue

C This is the center initial condition

READ (33,*) TO
TO = TO / tref

CLOSE (33)

WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'The regression rate is being computed using data'
WRITE (*,*) ' from the gas-phase model'
WRITE (*,*) ' '

temp = rhos * freqfact
temp5 = T(0,J) * tref

DO 40 J = l,thetanodes

temp5 = T(0,J) * tref

burnrate(J) = temp * exp((-l*Active)/(gasconstant*temp5))
Vb(J) = -l*burnrate(J)* (i/(rhos*100))

C WRITE (*,*) Active, gasconstant, freqfact, rhos, temp5
WRITE (*,41) J, T(0,J), burnrate(J), Vb(J)

40 Continue

41 Format (I8,FI2.4,EI2.2,EI2.2)
Close (34)

WRITE (*,*) ' '
C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

Set-up variables

The initial radius of the cylinder was 0.009525 meters. This

changes as the cylinder burns. User needs to input the initial
value of the radius for the new calcs

read the radius from data file
C ..................................

open (40, file = 'radius.dat', status ='unknown')
READ (40,*) radius

close (40)

tau = radius**2 / alpha
dt = 0.2/tau

C The fourier number is computed, but it is not used in the

C computational scheme; the terms in the non-dimensional equation
C cancel out.
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Fo = alpha * tau / (Radius**2)

C set-up positions in r vector
dr = (Radius / (rnodes+ i)) / Radius

WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) ' The non-dimensional dr is: ',dr

C Determine the non-dimensional node positions (radial direction)

42

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C
C

C

Do 42 I = l,rnodes
R(I) = 1 - ( ((I-l) * dr) + dr)

WRITE(*,*) 'The radial position of node ',I,' is: ', R(I)
Continue

User Input

WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *
WRITE (* *

READ (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

WRITE (* *

Enter change in Phi on a percent basis that will'

terminate the program. (0 to i00) :'
i

end_criteria
e

The program will run for a maximum of I00 '
' seconds '
l i

C .....................

C set the final time

C .....................

C WRITE (*,*) 'Enter the duration of the simulation

C WRITE (*,*) '(in seconds): '

C READ (*,*) maxtime

C WRITE(*,*) ' '
maxtime = 6.0

maxtime = maxtime/tau

maxloop = (maxtime/dt) + 1

C The regression rate is now computed using the temperature data

C from the gsasphase program

Pe = abs(Vb(1)) * Radius / alpha

WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'The Peclet Number for the Regression rate at the'

WRITE (*,*) 'forward stagnation point is: ', Pe
WRITE (*,*) ' '

Phi_Choice = 1
PROFILES = 0

C

C

C
BEGIN Computing Temp as a function of time

C ...............

Open output files for loopC
C

C

C

The file phi.dat contains temperature & phi data from loops

OPEN (30, file = 'phi5.out', status = 'unknown')
counter = 0

kount = 0

Do while (counter .it. maxloop)

Do While (dphi .It. end_criteria)
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counter = counter + 1

templ= 0

temp2 = 0

temp3 = 0

C set-up shadow nodes for T

Do 45 I = l,rnodes

T(I,0) = T(I,2)

T(I,22) = T(I,20)
45 Continue

C

C ADI - set (r) coord as implicit

C solve for T(r,theta) in each arc (i = constant)
C

C Set up radial (r direction) matricies & solve

C write (*,*) 'into loop - radial '
DO 60 J = l,thetanodes

DO 50 I = i, rnodes

IF ( (J .eq. i) .or. (J .eq. thetanodes) ) THEN

A(I) = (-l*R(I)*Vb(J)*dt*tau)/(2*radius*dr) -
Z (dt / (dr**2)) -

Z (dt) / (R(I) * dr * 2)

B(I) = 2 + (2*(dt/dr**2))

C(I) = (R(I)*Vb(J)*dt*tau)/(2*Radius*dr) -

Z ((dt) / (dr**2)) + ((dt)/(R(I) * dr * 2))
RHS(I) = 2*T(I,J)

ELSE

A(I) = (-l*R(I)*Vb(J)*dt*tau)/(2*radius*dr) -
Z (dt / (dr**2)) -

Z (dt) / (R(I) * dr * 2)

B(I) = 2 + (2*(dt/dr**2))

C(I) = (R(I)*Vb(J)*dt*tau)/(2*Radius*dr) -

Z ((dt)/(dr**2))+ ((dt)/(R(I) * dr * 2))

templ = (2-((2*dt)/(R(I) * dtheta)**2) )*T(I,J)

temp2 = ((dt) / (R(I) *dtheta)**2 ) * T(I,J-I)

temp3 = ((dt) / (R(I) *dtheta)**2 ) * T(I,J+I)

RHS(I) = templ+ temp2 + temp3
END IF

50 Continue

C Set-up boundary nodes for radial solution. (see lines below)

C At I = i, the (I-l) node is at i = 0, which is at the

C surface of the cylinder, and this temperature is known!

RHS(1) = RHS(1) - (T(0,J) * A(1) )
A(1) = 0

C At I =rnodes, the (I+l) node is at i = i0, which is the

C center of the cylinder, and this temperature is assumed
C to be known.

RHS(rnodes) = RHS(rnodes) - ( TO * C(rnodes) )
C(rnodes) = 0

C When calling Thomas subroutine use rnodes,rnodes when

C solving for the radial arms, and thetanodes,thetanodes when
C solving the arcs.

Call Thomas (A, B, C, RHS, rnodes, rnodes)
DO 58 I = l,rnodes

Tnew(I,J) = RHS(I)
58 Continue
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6O

C

C

C
C

C

Continue

Set-up boundary condition for half time-step matricies

Update center temperature after computing T(I,J) at 1/2 of
desired time step. The equation used is from:

Computational Heat Transfer, Jaluria, Y., Torrance, K.,

Hemisphere Publishing Corp, NY, 1986, p. 133.

C Set these equations as non-dimensional also

templ= 0
DO 80 J = l,thetanodes

templ= Tnew(rnodes,J) + templ
80 Continue

TM = templ/thetanodes
TO = TO + (4/dr**2)*(TM - T0)*(dt/2)

Do 85 I = l,rnodes

Tnew(I,0) = Tnew(I,2)

Tnew(I,22) = Tnew(I,20)
85 Continue

C Set up angular (theta direction matricies & solve

templ= 0

temp2 = 0

temp3 = 0

C write (*,*) 'into loop - arcs'
DO 200 I = l,rnodes

DO 190 J = l,thetanodes

IF (I .ne. rnodes) THEN

A2(J) = (-l*dt) / ( (R(I) * dtheta)**2)

B2(J) = 2+((2*dt)/ ( (R(I * dtheta)**2))

C2(J) = (-i *dt) / ( (R(I * dtheta )**2)

templ= (dt) / ((dr)**2)
C in previous versions, in the next line dtheta was written
C instead of dr

temp2 = (dt) / (2 * R(I) * dr)

temp5 = R(I) * Vb(J) * dt * tau/(Radius*2*dr)

temp3 = Tnew(I,J) * (2 - ((2*dt)/(dr**2)))

temp4 = Tnew(I+l,J) * (templ - temp2 - temp5)

temp6 = Tnew(I-i,J) * (templ+ temp2 + temp5)

RHS2(J) = temp3 + temp4 + temp6
END IF

IF (I .eq. rnodes) THEN
A2(J) = (-l*dt) / ( (R(I) * dtheta)**2)

B2(J) = 2+((2*dr)/ ((R(I) * dtheta)**2))

C2(J) = (-l*dt) / ( (R(I) * dtheta )**2)

templ= (dt) / ((dr)**2)

temp2 = (dt) / (2 * R(I) * dr)

temp5 = R(I) * Vb(J) * dt * tau/(Radius*2*dr)

temp3 = Tnew(I,J) * (2 - ((2*dt)/(dr**2)))

temp4 = T0 * (templ - temp2 - temp5)

temp6 = Tnew(I-I,J) * (templ+ temp2 + temp5)
RHS2(J) = temp3 + temp4 + temp6

190

C

END IF

Continue

Set-up boundary conditions for arcs

A2(1) = 0

B2(1) = 2
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C

C
C

195

200

C
C

C

C

210

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

C

C2(I) = 0

A2(thetanodes) = 0

C2(thetanodes) = 0

B2(thetanodes) = 2

When calling Thomas subroutine use rnodes,rnodes when solving
for the radial arms, and thetanodes,thetanodes when solving
the arcs.

Call Thomas (A2, B2, C2, RHS2, thetanodes, thetanodes)
DO 195 J = l,thetanodes

T(I,J) = RHS2(J)
Continue

Continue

Update center temperature after computing T(I,J) at 1/2 of
desired time step. The equation used is from:

Computational Heat Transfer, Jaluria, Y., Torrance, K.,

Hemisphere Publishing Corp, NY, 1986, p. 133.

Modify for non-diemsional equations
templ= 0

DO 210 J = l,thetanodes

templ= T(rnodes,J) + templ
Continue

TM = templ/thetanodes

TO = TO + (4/dr**2)*(TM - T0)*(dt/2)

Output Data

compute phi as a function of time along the surface of the

cylinder. This is a modification of the original version

of this code, which computed phi at the forward stagnation
point.

This section still writes phi at the stagnation point to the
screen and a data file

OPEN (19, file = 'Tgas.out', status = 'unknown' )

OPEN (21, file = 'dl.inp', status = 'unknown')

DO 240 J = l,thetanodes

temp5 = T(0,J) * tref

Qrad = Emiss * VF * SB * ( (Temp5)**4 - (Tamb)**4 )

mdot = freqfact * rhos * exp (-active/(gasconstant*Temp5))
vap = mdot * latent

temp = T(I,J) * tref

tgrads = 1 * (ksolid) * ((Temp5-Temp)/(100*Radius*dr))
READ (19,*) Tgas(J)

READ (21,*) dl(J)

kgas = (6.02e-4)*((Tgas(J)/1350)**(0.75))

tgradg = 1 * (kgas) * ( (Tgas(J) - Temp5) / dl(J) )
phia = tgrads/tgradg

transient_PHI(J) = (tgrads/tgradg)

If (J .eq. I) THEN

WRITE (*,*) ' ,
WRITE (*,*) 'J=l'
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C

C

WRITE (*,*) transient_phi(l), phia, T(I,I)

WRITE (*,*) Qrad, vap

WRITE (*,*) tgradg, tgrads, kgas, ksolid
End If

If (J . eq. 20) THEN

WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'J = 20'

WRITE (*,*) transient_phi(20), phia
End If

If (J .eq. 21) THEN
WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'J=21'

WRITE (*,*) transient_phi(21), phia

C WRITE (*,*) Qrad, vap

C WRITE (*,*) tgradg, tgrads
End If

240 Continue

Close (19)

Close (20)

Close (21)

C Write the center temperature at the end of each loop

templ= mod(counter,2)
temp3 = 1

temp2 = counter*dr* tau

temp5 = TO * tref
WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'Time Step Summary'
WRITE (*,*) dr, dl(1), dl(21)

WRITE (*,*) TGas(1), T(0,1) , T(I,I)

WRITE (*,*) temp2, Temp5, radius

C WRITE (*,*) temp2, radius, Temp5, transient_phi(l)
C WRITE (*,*) temp2, transient_phi(thetanodes)

C WRITE (*,*) T(rnodes,ll)*tref

C WRITE (*,*) temp2, Tgas(21), T(0,21), T(I,21)
WRITE (30,*) temp2,Temp5,transient_phi(1), dphi,

Z transient_phi(thetanodes)

WRITE (*,*) ' '

C This term reduces the radius at a rate governed by the burning
C rate.

C Use an average Vb for the regression rate

C used in computing the new radius (6/25/95)

templ= 0

Do 310 J = l,thetanodes

templ= templ+ VB(J)
310 Continue

templ= templ/thetanodes

Radius = Radius - (abs(templ)*(counter*dt))

C End time loop - return to start of loop

END DO

C ............

C Write Transient-Phi Values from last time step
C ......................
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OPEN (22, file = 'phi-theta.out', status ='unknown')
DO 370 J = l,thetanodes

WRITE (22,*) Transient_phi(J)
370 Continue

Close (22)
C ..........................................

C Write the new value of the clyinder radius
C ..........................................

OPEN (40, file = 'radius.dat', status = 'unknown')
WRITE (40,*) radius

CLOSE (40)
C ...................................

C Compute the new gas-phase pressure based on the new time
C .........................................................

OPEN (40, file = 'time.dat', status = 'old')

OPEN (41, file = 'pressure.dat', status = 'old')
READ (40,*) time

CLOSE (40)
time = time + 6.0

Pressure = exp(-0.02 * time)

OPEN (40, file = 'time.dat', status = 'unknown')
WRITE (40,*) time

CLOSE (40)

WRITE (41,*) pressure
CLOSE (41)

C

Write final temperature data

The file tcenter.out is an output file

OPEN (14, file = 'tcenter.out', status = 'unknown')
temp5 = tO * tref

Write (14,*) Temp5
Close (14)

The file Tcyl.out contains the final temp profile of the cyl
OPEN (17, file = 'Tcyl.out', status = 'unknown')
WRITE (*,*) ' '

WRITE (*,*) 'Writing output data .... '
WRITE (*,*) ' '
Do 400 I = l,rnodes

Do 399 J = l,thetanodes

theta = (J-l) * dtheta

x = R(I) * COS(theta)
Y = R(I) * SIN(theta)

temp5 = T(I,J) * tref

WRITE (17,*) X,Y, Temp5
399 Continue

400 Continue

Close (17)
END

C ...................................................................

SUBROUTINE Thomas (A, B, C, RHS, NN, mxn)
C ..............

.............................

C This is the Thomas tridiagonal solver
C

............................................

Integer mxn, NN, I, IM, J, Jp
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40

5O

Real A(mxn), B(mxn), C(mxn), RHS(mxn)

C(1) = C(1) / B(1)
RHS (i) : RHS(1) / B(1)

Do 40 I = 2, NN

IM = I - 1

C(I) = C(I) / (B(I) -A(I) * C(IM) )

RHS(I) = (RHS(I) - A(I) * RHS(IM) ) / (B(I) - A(I)* C(IM) )
Continue

Do 50 I = i, NN-I

J = NN - I
JP = J + 1

RHS(J) = RHS(J) - C(J)*RHS(JP)
Continue

END
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